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Dean’s Greetings 

   05

The College of Information and Biotechnology was founded to pursue 

the vision of making human life more convenient, safe, healthy, and 

pleasant through the convergence research in various fields of Information 

and Biotechnology with a focus on Artificial Intelligence (AI). We aim to 

cultivate creative and competent leaders of the 4th Industrial Revolution by 

connecting AI technology with data from various industrial fields such as info-

communications, healthcare, manufacturing, and so forth. 

The College of Information and Biotechnology at UNIST consists of 6 

departments and 1 graduate school: Electrical Engineering, Computer 

Science and Engineering, Biomedical Engineering, Biological Sciences, 

Design, Industrial Engineering, and the Graduate School of AI. Convergence 

and innovation are critical in growing areas of industry, including smart 

manufacturing, digital healthcare, smart mobility, and more. For such 

foundations, I expect the talented students of the College of Information and 

Biotechnology to be the protagonists of the rapidly changing information age.

Through harmonization and collaboration, the College of Information and 

Biotechnology will be at the forefront of achieving the vision of UNIST - to be 

a world leading university to advance science and technology for the prosperity 

of humankind.

We look forward to your continued interest and support in the future.

Thank you.

Dean, Jae-Young Sim
College of Information and Biotechnology

UNIST

Hello,

I am Jae-Young Sim, Dean of the College of Information 

and Biotechnology at UNIST.

Although UNIST was founded just over ten years ago, 

it is already attracting attention as a young university. 

In the 2021 World University Rankings, UNIST was 

ranked 5th in the country and 10th in the world 

among emerging universities with less than 50 years 

of establishment. In September 2020, there was a 

college-centered reorganization for the second leap 

and development of UNIST. As a result, the College of 

Information and Biotechnology was born.

We nurture talented leaders who contribute to 

human life through the convergence of education 

and the exploration of innovative technologies.
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History of College of
Information and
Biotechnology

- 2020.8.31.  New Establishment, College of Information and Biotechnology 

First Dean, Dong Sub Kim

- 2021. 6. 9. Appointment of 2nd Dean, Jihyun Kim

- 2021. 9 .1. Appointment of 3rd Dean, Jae-Young Sim 

Status - College of Information and Biotechnology 
(as of 2021.12.13.)

The Faculty per 
Department

Employee & 
Researcher

Students 
(Enrollment)

Department full time part time Sub-total

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence 11 - 11

Department of Electrical Engineering 20 8 28

Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering

15 1 16

Department of Biomedical Engineering 24 7 31

Department of Biological Sciences 21 12 33

Department of Design 10 3 13

Department of Industrial Engineering 9 5 14

Sub-total 110 36 146

Department staff Researcher Sub-total

Information and Bio Convergence University Team 8 - 8

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence 3 10 13

Department of Electrical Engineering 4 29 33

Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering

3 4 7

Department of Biomedical Engineering 4 60 64

Department of Biological Sciences 3 30 33

Department of Design 3 8 11

Department of Industrial Engineering 3 10 13

Sub-total 31 151 182

Department Bachelor's 
course

Master's 
course

Integrated 
course Ph.D. Sub-

total

Graduate School of Artificial 
Intelligence

- 46 17 8 71

Department of Electrical 
Engineering

284 34 70 11 399

Department of Computer 
Science and Engineering

287 21 25 10 343

Department of Biomedical 
Engineering

101 32 107 23 263

Department of Biological 
Sciences

80 11 108 5 204

Department of Design 50 11 5 4 70

Department of Industrial 
Engineering

106 16 16 5 143

Sub-total 908 171 348 66 1,493
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Affiliated Departments 

in College of 

Information and Biotechnology

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence

AI is an essential element for leading the innovative industry in the era of the 4th industrial 

revolution. As the only institute of science and technology in the southeastern region of South 

Korea, UNIST established the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence to create an innovative 

infrastructure for local industries and lay the foundation for comprehensive AI education. UNIST aims 

to cultivate excellent human resources with the goal of "researching innovation centered on CORE 

AI" and "leading the AI industry based on autonomous creation.”  The faculty of the Graduate School 

of Artificial Intelligence consists of young and competent professors who are actively researching 

at the center of AI. Through the curriculum of the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence, we aim 

to raise talents who will revolutionize the industry as "Industry Pioneers" and establish themselves 

as "Innovation Creators". The Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence aims to educate graduate 

students, apply AI technology to the industry, and always pursue new things.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Machine Learning, Deep Learning
Sungbin Lim, Kwang-In Kim, Taehwan Kim,
Sung-Hwan Yoon, Seungryul Baek,
Kyungdon Joo, Jaejun Yoo, Seungyul Han

Computer Vision, Image Processing
Jae-Young Sim, Kwang-In Kim, Seonghyeol Baek,
Kyungdon Joo, Taehwan Kim, Jaejun Yoo

Meta-learning, Causal Inference Sung-Hwan Yoon

Optimization, Reinforcement Learning Sungbin Lim, Seungyul Han

Language Processing Taehwan Kim

Robotics, Robot Vision Kyungdon Joo

Big Data & Machine Learning System Sam Hyuk Noh

Key Research 
Areas

Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Computer Vision, Image Processing, Meta-learning, 
Causal Inference, Optimization, Reinforcement Learning, Language Processing, 
3D Visual Information Processing, Robot Vision, Big Data, AI System
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Department of Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering is a field that ranges from semiconductor devices and integrated circuit design 

to information processing, AI, and control and communication system development. Because of 

this diversity, challenging and creative convergence research and plays a leading role in enriching 

human life though innovative technology. Accordingly, we are focusing on the research and 

development of the IT convergence system to make human future life enjoyable, safe, convenient, 

and socially connected. In addition, excellent professors in the field of electricity and electronics are 

actively studying a wide range of IT technologies with the development of the Internet-of-Things 

and artificial intelligence.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Communication & Signaling
Seungjun Yang, Hak-Sun Kim, Jinseok Choi, Jaeyong Lee,
Gang-Il Byun, Jaejun Kim, Jeonghwan Jeon, Jaejun Yoo,
Hyoil Kim, Jae-Young Shim, Seonghwan Yoon

Circuit & System
Kyung-Rok Kim, Jongeun Lee, Jeehoon Jung, Hak-Sun Kim
Jingook Kim, Jae-Joon Kim, Se-Un Shin, Kyuho Lee,
Seong-Jin Kim, Franklin Bien

Optical & Electronic Devices
Kyung-Rok Kim, Myungsoo Kim, Eunmi Choi, Min-Suk Kwon,
Il-sug Chung, Jongwon Lee

Radio & Power
Gang-Il Byun, Eunmi Choi, Jeehoon Jung, Jingook Kim,
Se-Un Shin, Franklin Bien, Jongwon Lee

Computer & Software
Jongeun Lee, Jaejun Yoo, Jeong-hwan Jeon,
Sung-Whan Yoon, Kyuho Lee, Hyoil Kim, Jae-Young Shim

Key Research 
Areas

AI Semiconductor, Smart Mobility, Carbon Neutral, Defense/Space

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Computer science and engineering deal with theories and technologies that change our lives. From 

deep learning, networking, big data, and cloud computing, computer engineering is integral in such 

state-of-the-art developments. The Department of Computer Engineering has world-renowned 

faculty with experience in leading universities and corporations to provide a vast amount of technical 

knowledge.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Computer System
Sam Hyuk Noh, Young-ri Choi, Woongki Baek,
Myeong-Jae Jeon, Hyungon Moon, Youngbin Im,
Yuseok Jeon

AI & Data Science
Tsz-Chiu Au, Sungahn Ko, Kwang-In Kim,
Seungryul Baek, Kyungdon Joo, Namhoon Lee,
Ilwoo Lyu

Computer Theory & Software 
Principle

Antoine Vigneron, Jooyong Yi, Miran Kim, Mijung Kim

Key Research 
Areas

AI, Machine Learning, Cloud Computing, Computer Network, Big Data System, Information Security, 
Software Security, Cryptography, Computer Theory, Software Engineering
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Department of Biomedical Engineering

Biomedical Engineering is a research field that makes our society healthier through the convergence 

of biomedical science and engineering. The Department of Biomedical Engineering at UNIST pursues 

convergence education for the generation and implementation in the practice of creative ideas to 

overcome various diseases based on fast-changing information technology. To this end, the foundation 

is first laid for core engineering subjects such as mathematics, statistics, and programming, and for core 

medical biology subjects such as physiology and cell biology at the undergraduate level. Then, students 

will gain professional knowledge through advanced subjects in 6 key research fields: Biomedical Imaging, 

Brain Cognitive Engineering, Rehabilitation and Regeneration Engineering, Personalized Diagnosis and 

Treatment, Genome and Bioinformatics, and Digital Healthcare.   To teach knowledge not only in the 

classroom, but also to apply it in the real world, we offer the opportunity to directly use new technologies 

to contribute to people's healthy lives. We aim to achieve this goal by focusing on the medical service and 

clinical fields through practical subjects such as device experiments, capstone projects, and internship 

programs. Furthermore, we operate programs that can be commercialized and put to practical use with 

affiliate programs.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Personalized Diagnosis & 
Treatment

Yoon-Kyoung Cho, Jongnam Park, Joo-Hun Kang,
Jinmyoung Joo

Genome & Bioinformatics field
Jong-Hwa Bhak, Kyungjae Myung, Semin Lee, 
Taejoon Kwon, Seung-Woo Cho

Regeneration & Rehabilitation 
Engineering field

Gwanseob Shin, Jeong-Beom Kim, Hyun-Wook Kang, 
Tae-Eun Park

Bio-imaging field
Sung-Chul Bae, HyungJoon Cho, Woonggyu Jung,
Hanjin Kim, Chung-Hun Park, Joon-Mo Yang

Brain Cognitive Engineering field
Youngshin Kwak, Sung-Phil Kim, Oh-Sang Kwon, 
Dooyoung Jung, Dongil Chung

Digital Healthcare field Most professors participate 

Key Research 
Areas

Personalized Diagnosis & Treatment, Genome & Bioinformatics, Regeneration & Rehabilitation 
Engineering, Bio-imaging, Brain Cognitive Engineering, Digital Healthcare

Department of Biological Sciences

Biological Sciences, such as human genome editing, stem cells, and cancer and aging-related disease treatment 

development, is a 21st century-centric discipline that will lead the modern science and future core industry. The 

bioindustry, which includes the development of new drugs and diagnostics, has become the world's largest, more 

than three times the size of the ICT and automobile industries combined. In addition to this, in mathematics, physics, 

chemistry, and even engineering fields, we are making efforts to research life phenomena and diseases through 

new life convergence studies such as bioinformatics, biodynamics, and biochemistry department. The importance 

of Biological Sciences has been highlighted once again in that it has become the basis for the development of new 

vaccines, therapeutics, and PCR diagnostics during the coronavirus crisis, and the importance of Biological Sciences 

technology will grow in the future. The Department of Biological Sciences at UNIST aims to establish a treatment base 

by identifying the causes of various diseases such as cancer, obesity, diabetes, and brain diseases by understanding 

the core principles of life phenomena in all fields ranging from molecular, cellular, biochemistry, and neuroscience. In 

addition to this, we try to nurture creative scientists to lead future Biological Sciences. Provided the best education 

research commitment environment equipped with innovative devices and facilities, the Department of Biological 

Sciences is a place with global competitiveness, constantly striving to discover various principles of life phenomena 

and to develop cutting-edge Biological Sciences technology while communicating with international-level staff and 

excellent students.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Cancer Biology
Byoung-Heon Kang, Sebyung Kang, Myunggon Ko, Eunhee Kim, 
Pann-Ghill Suh, Young-Chan Chae

Metabolic Disease Hyug-Moo Kwon, Jiyoung Park, Jang-Hyun Choi

Genomic Homeostasis Hongtae Kim, Anton Gartner, Orlando Scherer, Ja-Yil Lee

Neuroscience Jae-Ick Kim, Chunghun Lim

Virus-immune Research Hyug-Moo Kwon, Chan-Young Park, Changwook Lee

Basic Biology
Taejoo Park (Embryology), Robert Mitchell (Microbiology), Sung-ho Park
(Immunology), Changwook Lee (Structural Biology), Chan-Young Park
(Molecular and Cell Biology), Dougu Nam (Bioinformatics)

Key Research 
Areas

By understanding the core principle of life phenomenon, the goal is to establish the basis of treatment 
by identifying the cause of the disease. We are researching focused on intractable diseases such 
as cancer, obesity, diabetes, and brain disease, aging, disease diagnosis & treatment development, 
genome homeostasis, and virus immunotherapy.
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Department of Design

This department nurtures creative practical designers and researchers to lead innovative design 

for future products and services and various academic research related thereto. For this, we 

provide practical and convergence education embracing user and market analysis, finding new 

needs, framing problems, creative idea development, form and function design, prototyping, and 

design engineering. Through user-centered design and research methods, the graduates will take 

essential roles to lead positive innovative social change and an open sustainable future.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

User Experience & Digital Design Cha-Joong Kim, James Self, Hwang Kim

Product/Mobility/Robot Design
KwanMyung Kim, Cha-Joong Kim, Young-Woo Park, 
Yun-Woo Jeong, Hui-Sung Lee

Service & Social Innovation Design Seungho Lee, Hwang Kim

HCI Ian Oakley, Young-Woo Park, Kyungho Lee

Design Engineering & System Design KwanMyung Kim, Hui-Sung Lee

Key Research 
Areas

Design Engineering Convergence, Human-Computer Interaction, User Interface, User Experience, 
Product, Mobility, Robot, Service, Healthcare, Medical, Social Innovation Design

Department of Industrial Engineering

Under the vision of “problem-solving based on data science,” the Department of Industrial

Engineering at UNIST aims to nurture top-level data scientists to solve social and industrial 

decision-making issues by engineering technology. This department researches and educates the 

latest methodologies related to data-based decision-making, optimization, data mining, process 

and system engineering, measurement technology management, and financial engineering. We 

raise competent people with theoretical and practical knowledge for the era of the 4th industrial 

revolution- talents who will lead the national industry and economy with problem-solving ability 

and leadership based onscientific accuracy and engineering efficiency.

● Affiliated Faculty

Faculty per 
Area

Smart Manufacturing
Namhun Kim, Sungil Kim, Chiehyeon Lim,
Sunghoon Lim, Sang-Jin Kweon

Smart Service
Marco Comuzzi, Chiehyeon Lim, Junghye Lee,
Sunghoon Lim, Yongjae Lee

Smart Business & Finance Marco Comuzzi, Yongjae Lee

Smart Traffic Logistics Sungil Kim, Sang-Jin Kweon

Smart Healthcare
Chiehyeon Lim, Junghye Lee, Sunghoon Lim, Gi-soo Kim,
Sungbin Lim

Statistical Machine Learning & 
Reinforcement Learning

Gi-soo Kim, Sungbin Lim

Key Research 
Areas

Data Science, Big Data Analysis, Data Mining, Machine Learning, Operational Science, Smart 
Manufacturing, Smart Service, Smart Business & Finance, Smart Traffic Logistics, Smart Healthcare
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Introduction to the new faculty members

New Faculty List & Introduction ●

New Faculty List (20. 9. 1. ~ 21. 11. 1.) ✽Listed in appointment date order

● 2020.10.19 Department of Electrical Engineering Jinseok Choi

● 2020.11.01 Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence Kyungdon Joo

● 2021.02.01 Department of Electrical Engineering Se-Un Shin 

● 2021.02.01 Department of Computer Science and Engineering Yuseok Jeon

● 2021.03.01 Department of Computer Science and Engineering Mijung Kim

● 2021.03.01 Department of Computer Science and Engineering Ilwoo Lyu

● 2021.07.31 Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence Jaejun Yoo

● 2021.08.01 Department of Computer Science and Engineering Seulki Lee

● 2021.08.05 Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence Taehwan Kim

● 2021.08.25 Department of Electrical Engineering Myungsoo Kim 

● 2021.08.30 Department of Computer Science and Engineering Jaeyeon Lee

● 2021.11.01 Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence Seungyul Han

 A brief self-introduction, please.

  Hello. I am Jinseok Choi. I am working as an 

assistant professor at the Department of Electrical 

Engineering at UNIST. I received a B.S. in 

Electrical Engineering from Yonsei Univ. in 2014, 

and an M.S. and Ph.D. from the University of 

Texas at Austin in 2016 and 2019, respectively. 

After earning my Ph.D., I worked for a year as a 

senior engineer at Qualcomm's headquarters in 

San Diego, USA. 

  Could you explain your main research 

field?

  My concentration is wireless communication. The 

main research is to solve many communication 

problems through the analysis and verification 

process with the development of a transceiver 

algorithm for 5G/6G from the point of view of the 

physical layer (PHY) of wireless communication. 

Representat ive research results are base 

station design and hybrid beamforming design 

for low-power communication, Short-Packet 

communication for IoT communication, and 

security communication algorithm development.

 What made you become a professor?

  Since my college days, I have been greatly 

interested in a field called “signal processing”, 

especially wireless communication, which is the 

representative application in the field. Then I 

naturally chose this job with concerns about 

research. 

  Do you have any advice you would like 

to give in general for the undergraduate 

or graduate?   

  I think that the undergraduate is a time to catch 

two or three rabbits. In the undergraduate, 

students need to have diverse experiences, 

twenty-year-old youth leaves many memories 

that are not wasted, and study major area as 

well. At the same time, they need to think and 

plan career paths. Just as it is the best time 

of their life, it is also the most valuable time of 

their life. I don't want them to be too stressed 

out because they don't have to do everything 

perfectly or quickly in a hurry. I want them 

to find their own ways to relieve, even if it is 

stressful. As a result, I hope that it will be a 

time to broaden the scope of thinking through 

various experiences and to grow further through 

various successes and failures. In the graduate 

school, students need to conduct research with 

responsibility.

Professor 

Jinseok Choi
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 A brief self-introduction, please.

  Hello, I am Kyungdon Joo, an assistant professor 

at the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence 

at UNIST. I joined this school in Nov. 2020. I have 

a Ph.D. at KAIST Electrical and Electronics and 

worked as Post-doc at Robotics Institute, Carnegie 

Mellon University. I’m mainly researching computer 

vision--3D and robot vision; in particular, topics 

related to autonomous driving, the core field of the 

4th industrial revolution. This also includes studying 

environments,  human 3D restoration and cognition 

closely related to AR/VR, and sensor convergence.

  Please tell us about memorable research!

   As the first author, the research published in 

the best international conference of computer 

vision(CVPR2016) for the f irst t ime is most 

memorable. To briefly introduce the research 

content, it can be said to be eff icient planar 

modeling of the three-dimensional space in 

which we live. I still vividly remember when I finally 

completed a methodology that was mathematically 

valid and at the same time worked in the real world 

after a long repetition of problem definition and 

proof. By expanding the research into theoretical 

and applied aspects, I was able to publish several 

papers in the best international conferences and 

journals, and it is the most memorable research that 

became the basis of a doctoral degree.

  What made you become a professor?

  I was impressed by my advisor signed as a 

“professor” in my undergraduate days, but I haven’t 

dreamed about it since then. While participating 

in various competitions related to robots, I have 

naturally been interested in computer vision –

robot vision. For the depth of research, I studied in 

master's and doctor’s courses and was fascinated 

by the charming to give academic achievements. 

Especially, I had great pleasure with fellow 

researchers. As a result, I became interested in a 

profession as a professor, where I can grow with 

students and conduct research independently.  

  What would you like to say to students who 

aspire to graduate school?

  AI field is receiving a lot of attention not only from 

academia but also from all fields of industry. There 

are various research fields such as computer vision, 

machine learning, and robotics. For the depth study 

in this interesting field in the graduate, students 

need to have solid math-based knowledge as well 

as major subjects in the undergraduate. In other 

words, I think it's important to solidify the basics 

of math. If you think about the field you want to 

research in advance, I think it will be of great help 

to graduates that require careful consideration 

after various experiences - research or external 

internships.

  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello, I am Se-Un Shin. I was appointed to the 

Department of Electrical Engineering in early 2021. 

Thanks for giving me a chance to introduce myself. :)

This operating lab is called “PICTUS,” which means 

designing the circuit like painting. We research 

circuit design; in particular, the development of 

Power Management Integrated Circuit (PMIC) 

- a chip that manages power. In addition, I am 

researching the overall analog circuit and wireless 

charging circuit, the battery charger, and the 

energy harvesting circuit to charge the battery with 

the energy wasted around it for carbon neutrality, 

which is emerging as a hot topic recently.

  I am curious as to why you chose Electrical 

Engineering and what made you want to 

become a professor.

  Honestly, I like the science field since high school, 

but I didn’t determine to go to electronics. At that 

time, I needed to consider my career, so I chose 

one of the domestic main industry fields. And then 

I considered independent research after my Ph.D. 

and decided to study abroad for the Postdoctoral 

Program to be a professor. I have gone through 

many challenging times, but now I came here to 

research with students pleasantly. Sometimes it's 

hard because I'm too busy, but I’m quite satisfied 

with my job to cont inue my research that is 

enjoyable.

  Do you have any advice you would like to 

give in general for the undergraduate or 

graduate?

  Since the circumstances and aptitudes of the 

students are all different, what I can say is limited.

But I think it is important to find the aptitudes of 

the students as quickly as possible. In particular, 

if you are thinking about becoming a researcher, 

it is important to have a lot of experience as an 

undergraduate research student because there 

are laboratories that conduct various research in 

our school. At the very least, discovering that one's 

aptitude is not related to research in this field will 

be of significant help when choosing a career 

path in the future. Most of the students don't think 

about where to find a job until the end of the 4th 

grade, or in worse cases, they end up walking the 

path of a job seeker for a long time. Then, if you 

go to graduate school because you can't find a 

job, you're going to be on the worst path. If you 

identify yourself in advance and think about a 

suitable career path from your junior year, you will 

definitely have a stronger motivation by the time 

you graduate compared to students who did not 

think about it. And once you have set your goals, 

you can prepare accordingly. And when a student 

needs help, it would be a very good way to request 

mentoring by actively utilizing nearby professors or 

seniors. I don't know if the short answer was very 

helpful. I hope that you will have enough time to 

prepare for the future while enjoying your college 

life during your undergraduate years :)

Professor 

Se-Un Shin
Professor 

Kyungdon Joo
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  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  I am Yuseok Jeon. I joined the Department of 

Computer Science and Engineering this Feb. after 

receiving my Ph.D. in the computer security field 

from Purdue University. This software security 

lab conducts research for sof tware security 

enhancement widely used in our daily life. We are 

focusing on being able to eliminate or minimize 

damage from vulnerabilit ies in software (e.g., 

operating system, applicat ion software) and 

other areas (e.g., autonomous driving, containers) 

through basic technologies such as compiler, 

fuzzing, and AI, etc.

  If there is any particularly memorable 

research in your research life, please 

introduce it!

  My most memorable research is the first project in 

the Ph.D. course. The project was about technology 

development that efficiently detects type safety 

violation vulnerabilities, which can cause great 

damage due to frequent occurrence in widely used 

C/C++ programs. It was the first experience for 

most of me, so I remember a lot of trial and error 

and hardship, but it was the most memorable 

project for me as I was able to learn a lot.

  Do you have any advice for students 

interested in your research field?

  My concentrat ion area is computer security. 

Computer secur i t y is  one of  the required 

technologies to protect life and property safely from 

vulnerabilities, which can be occurred in hardware 

and software used widely. If you are involved 

in such a security field, I think you will feel very 

rewarding in the future. Besides, I recommended 

that you learn skills in various other fields with 

interest and think about how you can apply, for 

security is an attractive field that can improve 

security in various fields by utilizing technologies 

from various other areas (e.g., compiler, AI), etc.

  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello. I am Mijung Kim, a new faculty member in the 

Department of Computer Science and Engineering. 

This software engineering lab researches software 

testing and program analysis. We aim at safety and 

reliability improvement of software important in 

our lives. Recently, we are focusing on research to 

improve the safety of software including AI modules, 

such as autonomous driving.

  What are the advantages of your lab and 

the Department of Computer Science and 

Engineering?

  This Lab provides opportunities to grow as a 

competent person coveted by everyone with 

experiences in various domains such as AI and 

mobile apps including autonomous driving due to 

the nature of research. We respect the research 

interests of our members and pursue a culture of 

comfortable research in a free atmosphere.

  Do you have any advice for students 

interested in your research field?

   I highly recommend Software Engineering, Compiler 

Introduction in the undergraduate, and Advanced 

Software Engineering, Program Analysis. Besides, 

our lab is always hiring research interns. First of 

all, please send me your intern application form. 

By matching the project that meets the student's 

interest as much as possible, you will be able to 

study and research the background knowledge 

required to carry out the project.

Professor 

Mijung Kim
Professor 

Yuseok Jeon
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  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello. I am Ilwoo Lyu. I have been working as an 

assistant professor in the Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering since last March. I 

have a BS and MS in Computer Science, Korea 

Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, 

and a Ph.D. in Computer Science, the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in 2017. From 

March 2017 to February this year, I worked as a 

Research Professor at Vanderbilt University. My 

research interests are 3D shape analysis, which is a 

subfield of image processing and computer vision. 

Based on this, our lab aims at understanding the 

geometric properties of various 3D objects by 

using 3D shape analysis skills. Our main research 

topics include shape matching and segmentation, 

geometric feature extraction, unstructured neural 

network design, statistical shape analysis, and 3D 

visualization. 

  What are the advantages of your lab and 

the Department of Computer Science and 

Engineering?

   I think the great advantage of computer science 

is that it is easy to collaborate with experts in 

various fields. To deal with complex data in quite 

a number of fields, a calculation process must 

be performed. For the efficient process and fast 

paced methodology development, a core study of 

computational methodologies is needed. Computer 

Science is a discipline that focuses on this. 

Similarly, in our laboratory, we are concentrating 

on the development of innovative technology for 

processing complex shape data. Its application 

suppor ts research on human cognit ive and 

behavioral disorders and diseases in the brain (e.g., 

Alzheimer's disease, autism spectrum disorder, 

etc.). The strength of our laboratory is that we can 

actively conduct joint research with various scholars 

around the world along with the development of 

various cutting-edge technologies, and the results 

can be applied to research for mental health (and 

health care). We are listening to the concerns of 

students in aspects other than research and strive 

to create a comfortable laboratory atmosphere. Our 

labs are always open to enthusiastic students.

  What would you like to say to our readers 

aspiring to the Department of Computer 

Science and Engineering?

  The prospects for computer science are very 

bright. Computational theories have already 

been applied in many fields for a long time, and 

they are attracting more attention with recent 

breakthroughs in artificial intelligence and machine 

learning. However, computer science is not all 

about artificial intelligence or machine learning, 

and there are many dif ferent and interesting 

topics for computation. It is recommended that 

you learn various problems in various fields while 

experiencing various classes in the Department of 

Computer Engineering. And since the Department 

of Computer Science is not a department to 

learn to code, but a department that explores 

methodologies for computation, all students 

interested in efficient computational methodology 

are welcome.

  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

   Hello. I am Jaejun Yoo, a full-time assistant professor 

at the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence 

and an adjunct professor in the Department of 

Electronics. After spending 10 years at KAIST, 2 

years at Naver, and 2 years at EPFL in Switzerland, 

I just joined UNIST in July of this year. The lab name 

is LAIT, Lab. of Advanced Imaging Tech. In our 

lab, we study models to make various interactions 

between people and images easier, more accurate, 

and more intuitive. Among various studies dealing 

with images, We are particularly interested in 

generat ive models because we believe that 

generative models are the most powerful way for 

machines to understand the world. As developing 

new machine learning techniques to create models 

that understand the world the way we see it, we 

aim to create an efficient, high-performance model 

that can understand the operating principle well 

based on signal processing-based analysis beyond 

simply making a high-performance model. 

  What made you become a professor?

  I was taught in middle school or high school morals 

class that a “job is a means of self-actualization.” 

I agree with this. In the process of getting to know 

me gradually, it became clear what I wanted to do, 

and I think the result has led to my profession as 

a professor. I've been talking about becoming a 

professor since high school. At the time, it was really 

fun to simply study new things and teach others, 

and among the professions I knew, only professors 

did both, so I easily decided on my future hopes. 

When I got to college, it became clearer that I loved 

research. It is sometimes difficult to keep studying 

new things, but if you think differently, there is 

nothing to be new every time you think about it. 

Not knowing anything else, I thought that I should 

at least become a person who does research for 

the rest of my life. After that, while working as a 

researcher at Naver, I realized that I wanted to lead 

research more proactively than just doing research. 

So, I quit the company and left as a postdoctoral 

researcher, but I have just settled down at UNIST. 

I think the charm of a researcher and professor is 

that you can spend your whole life with students, 

create a group that shares your thoughts and work 

independently and proactively.

 What are your future goals and plans?

  A laboratory is a group of people who share the 

same thoughts and vision. And I think that smooth 

communication among lab members is the most 

important thing. So, above all else, I aim for a 

laboratory culture where dialogue is possible. If 

we move forward together based on this, I think 

satisfactory results will follow naturally. I hope 

that my lab will become a laboratory that grows 

steadily with students and that it will always be a 

source of strength for students while they are in the 

laboratory and even after graduation.

Professor 

Jaejun Yoo
Professor 

Ilwoo Lyu
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  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello everyone, my name is Seulki Lee, and in 

August of 2021, I was appointed to the Department 

of Computer Science and Engineering and 

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence to lead 

the Embedded Artificial Intelligence Lab. In our 

laboratory, we conduct research to apply artificial 

intelligence technology to many devices that can 

be easily found around us, such as smart phones, 

smart watches, and electronic products. Our 

ultimate goal is to go beyond the current artificial 

intelligence technology that requires huge high-

cost/high-performance computing resources(GPU, 

etc.) and make embedded AI applied to all things 

so that the utility and benefits of AI can reach more 

people. To this end, our lab seeks to constantly 

advance related technologies through disruptive 

ideas,  game-changing perspect ives,  and 

collaborations based on computer systems, artificial 

intelligence, and machine learning research. Our 

lab members are independent researchers who 

find and creatively solve interesting problems in the 

fields of systems and artificial intelligence.

  I'm curious as to what motivated you to 

become interested in the research field!

  Before starting my Ph.D., I worked for a long time in 

the company. I've been doing it for about 8 years, 

so can I say it's been a long time? I was familiar 

with embedded systems as I worked for a company 

developing smartphone system software. After that, 

while watching my professors and fellow students 

studying and researching machine learning and 

artificial intelligence during my doctoral course, I 

always wondered how to apply artificial intelligence 

to embedded systems that I was familiar with. Many 

applications and services are already commercially 

available. If artificial intelligence research in the 

past pursued only high accuracy while ignoring 

practicality and other considerations, it seems 

to be changing to an era that considers various 

aspects of artif icial intelligence together. For 

example, we also consider practical issues such 

as understanding and verifying exactly how deep 

learning networks work, operating with fewer 

computing resources, increasing reliability, and 

being able to combine with various domains. In this 

respect, I hope that embedded AI technology, which 

allows all objects in the world to have intelligence, 

will be studied more actively for the dissemination 

and popularization of AI technology.

  Is there any subject you would like to do in 

the future at UNIST?

  Many computer science courses focus on algorithms, 

computational theory, and programming. If you 

say computer science in English, it is computer 

science , that is, it is ‘the science of computation.’ 

Naturally, these are the most important basics and 

foundations of both computer science and science. 

But if you think about it, you'll see that all of these 

things only reside inside the computer. But the 

world we actually live in is a physical world, a real, 

tangible, living, breathing world. So, recently, a lot 

of research has been done on physical computing, 

which takes computer science locked in formulas, 

algorithms, and programs, out of the computer so 

that they can interact with the physical world. To this 

end, there is a growing interest in cyber-physical 

systems that implement physical devices, such as 

sensors, interfaces, control systems, motors, etc., 

that can interact with people and the environment 

and provide feedback (response) through software 

and algorithms. Self-driving cars are one example 

of this concept. It seems that UNIST does not yet 

have a subject related to physical computing 

that expands the concept of computing. So, I am 

thinking of preparing a course in which I make a 

simple device that can be used in practice with 

other professors and implement related software 

and algorithms. Please sign up for a lot of courses 

when they are available.

  What would you like to say to students who 

dream of becoming future researchers?

  First of all, in my opinion, research is not easy, but I 

think it is very rewarding and enjoyable. In relation 

to this, I will briefly mention three things that I think 

are important for research (imagination, never 

giving up, and challenging). First, when it comes to 

imagination, I think you should always look at the 

world with curious eyes. As in the past, and as it 

is today, countless opportunities await us. If you 

seize these opportunities well and add fun and 

new imaginations, I think you will be able to do 

wonderful research. Since it is our imagination that 

ultimately determines the limits of research, how fun, 

quirky, new, big, different, and cool we can imagine 

will become increasingly important in defining 

us as researchers. Considering that this trend is 

accelerating, only your creative imagination will be 

a good weapon to differentiate you as a researcher. 

The rest of the research can be seen as filling 

in the details of what we imagined scientifically, 

mathematically, logically, and experimentally. 

Therefore, i t  is you who have this kind of 

imagination who can change the world through 

research. Most likely these people don't have the 

same sparkling imagination as you (Of course they 

might have). Second, to tell you a little bit about me 

in relation to the mind not giving up, my first thesis 

came out in the third year of my Ph.D. It took me 

quite a while to get rejected 3 times and only to 

be accepted on the 4th. Every moment, I wanted 

to give up and quit my degree course, but with the 

encouragement (and whip?) of my advisor and the 

strength of my hips, I managed to overcome it. After 

that, I did a lot of good research and was lucky 

enough to come to UNIST. This experience made 

me realize that even the best research ideas take 

time, and it's really important to never give up and 

constantly think and improve on ways to get better 

and listen to the opinions of fellow researchers. 

Just as it takes four seasons for a delicious fruit to 

ripen to taste, it seems that everything cannot be 

accomplished in a short time. So, I want to tell you 

that the one who doesn't give up on research wins. 

Finally, regarding the challenge, don't just trust 

what other people say (especially your professors). 

I hope you will always ponder and think about 

what the truth is and whether there is a better 

way. Just because it's written in the thesis or what 

the professor says doesn't always mean it's right. 

Because research is not static, it is a continuous, 

living thing, so yesterday's truths and knowledge 

may not fit today's. Use logical and critical thinking 

to rebel against the knowledge and authority you 

believe to be right. Innovative research can only 

take place in this process.

Professor 

Seulki Lee
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  A brief self-introduction, please.

  Hello, my name is Taehwan Kim. I was appointed 

as an assistant professor at the Graduate School of 

Artificial Intelligence in August of this year. Before 

coming to UNIST, I worked as a Researcher in the 

US (start-up, Amazon). Prior to that, I worked as 

a post-doctoral fellow at Caltech after earning my 

Ph.D., master's and bachelor's degrees at Toyota 

Tech. Institute in Chicago, the University of Southern 

California and POSTECH.

 Can you describe your main research field?

  My main research field is Multi-modal Learning 

Applied Machine Learning into V ision and 

Language. The specific methodologies are Deep 

Learning, Generative Model, Transfer Learning, 

Spatio-temporal Data Analysis, etc. 

  What made you become a professor?

  I thought about becoming a professor while 

studying abroad. While working and living in the 

US, I applied to be a professor because I wanted to 

contribute through research in Korea and grow with 

students.

  Do you have any advice you would like to 

give in general for the undergraduate or 

graduate?

  In undergraduate life, I think it would be good to 

prepare for a career after graduation by taking 

classes and experiencing various fields of interest. 

Taking an internship or summer extension program 

at an overseas university during vacation would 

be an ef fective way to explore career paths 

through various experiences. If you find an area of 

research you are interested in, we recommend that 

you take the time to be confident about going to 

graduate school through an internship in a related 

laboratory. It would be even better if you could 

draft a dissertation. And if you have any concerns 

about your career path, email to the professors 

for counseling your career path. Then, all the 

professors will gladly take the time. Personally, I 

look forward to meeting more undergraduates. 

Since graduate school life is now a time to directly 

participate in research, I think it would be good 

to actively engage in research with a sense of 

ownership of your research as a research project. In 

addition to the content suggested by the professor, 

if you prepare additional research investigations, or 

experiments, your meeting with the professor will 

be enriched. And you will be able to write a good 

thesis through the process of always thinking about 

the ‘why’ while researching, and exploring why the 

experiment doesn’t go well when it doesn’t work. 

And if you write a good thesis, you can broaden 

your career path after graduation. Lastly, if you go 

through a slump once in a while, you will be able to 

overcome it well by consulting with your professor 

and taking a shor t break to ponder about 

research, life, and future career. A good mentor or 

psychological counselor will also help.

  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello. My name is Myungsoo Kim, a new professor 

at the Department of Electrical and Electronic 

Engineering. After completing my master's and 

doctoral studies at the University of Texas at 

Austin, I worked as an R&D Device Characterization 

Engineer at Micron Technology and was then 

appointed to UNIST. I run the Nano Electronics and 

Technology Lab (NExT Lab) and conduct basic 

research and semiconductor material application 

research on a wide range of topics, including 

nanomaterials, logic and memory devices, neural 

network mimics, flexible devices, biodevices, high 

frequency devices, and circuits.

  What was the reason for choosing your 

major and becoming a professor?

  My interest in physics and electronics led me to 

choose electronics. In particular, I became interested 

in the physical characteristics of semiconductor 

devices through the physical electronics class and 

the semiconductor engineering class, so I went to 

graduate school and followed the doctoral course.

  I would like to inquire about your major 

research fields and achievements.

  I am researching semiconductor devices based 

on two-dimensional materials and various new 

materials. In particular, we participated in the 

research that discovered the world's first nonvolatile 

memory properties in a single-layered two-

dimensional material thinner than 1 nm thick, which 

was thought to be impossible. Recently, by using 

this characteristic, a high-frequency device called 

RFswitch was manufactured and applied to a high-

frequency device of two-dimensional material. 

These research results have been published in 

academic journals such as Nano Letters, Nature 

Communications, Nature Electronics, and IEDM.

 Please introduce the present lecture.

  I am teaching a graduate course on nanoelectronic 

devices. . In this course, various nanoscale 

semiconductor devices are introduced, physical 

characteristics and operations are studied, and 

the latest technological trends are covered. 

Semi-conductor engineering and semiconductor 

integration engineering lectures are scheduled in 

the future, and these courses will cover the process, 

structure, and properties of semiconductor devices.

Professor 

Myungsoo Kim
Professor 

Taehwan Kim
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  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello. My name is Jaeyeon Lee, who came to the 

Department of Computer Engineering this fall 

semester. I am working on Human-Computer 

Interaction. My undergraduate, master’s, and 

doctoral majors are all different, but when I was in 

college, I thought, ‘It would be fun to make a robot!’ 

Thus, I majored in control engineering, and also 

participated in a robot club. I was curious about 

the notion that 'Robots toned to be continuously 

controlled, but how do humans make their own 

decisions?' So, I went to the electronics department 

and image processing lab that researches brain 

imaging. While majoring in HCI at the Department 

of Computer Science at KAIST during my Ph.D., I've  

done a lot of research on haptic interfaces (made 

by soldering) at Microsoft Research in the US, and 

Saarland University in Germany, etc. Currently, 

our lab is conducting research on haptic interface 

design for VR controllers and haptic interaction 

research on wearable devices.

  I'm curious as to what motivated you to 

become interested in the research field!

  Before entering the Ph.D., I first encountered a 

thesis in the HCI field in a class. Perhaps because 

I have a background in robotics, the thesis on 

hardware interface (unlike other fields... ㅠㅠ) was 

easy to understand and interesting. I kept looking 

for a related thesis and thought, ‘I think I can 

do it too?,’ so I changed my major and applied 

to the HCI Lab in the Department of Computer 

Science. Haptic interface, a detailed research field, 

is a field that requires an understanding of both 

computers(electronic/mechanical prototypes) and 

humans (tactile perception). Maybe because I was 

in the lab researching electronics and brain image 

processing previously, it seems that I had a good 

understanding of how to transmit tactile information 

and measure tactile perception. I didn’t know from 

the beginning that there was such a research field, 

but I started researching haptic interfaces by doing 

things that are nearby and interested little by little :)

 What’s your life motto?

  Recently, I was impressed by a short article written 

by YouTuber Yura Kim (granddaughter of Park 

Mak-rye) about the secret of momentum. She 

said that it is not success or failure, but success or 

experience, and experience is the key. I think this 

attitude is really important.

  What story do you want to convey to your 

students?

  (1) If you like making things, consider our lab 

internship; (2) Various consultations are welcome.

  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to your laboratory, please.

  Hello, I am Seungyul Han. I was appointed as a new 

professor at UNIST this November. Our laboratory 

is mainly researching reinforcement learning, 

which is responsible for the brain part of artificial 

intelligence and is researching various topics such 

as search methods necessary for reinforcement 

learning, stochastic optimization, and proof of 

theoretical convergence. We are currently recruiting 

students who are interested in machine learning 

and reinforcement learning.

  What would you say to students who want 

to become a professor?

  Opportunities are always open to you as long as 

you focus on your field of interest and consistently 

produce good research results. Even if you are not 

a professor, I hope that all students achieve good 

results and achieve their desired goals.

 What is your most memorable class?

  The signal and systems course I took from my 

advisor was the most impressive. Even though it 

was an electronics course, my advisor, who was 

rich in mathematical knowledge, always gave a 

different interpretation and taught the subject from 

a broader perspective. It was the most interesting 

class for me as I was very interested in math at the 

time.

 Please tell me about your future ambitions!

  I will do my best in the lectures I will be taking in the 

future to make lectures that are easy for students to 

understand and have a lot to learn. In addition, I will 

always work hard to conduct research so that I can 

achieve good results together with the students in 

the laboratory. Thank you.

Professor 

Seungyul Han
Professor 

Jaeyeon Lee
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Major News & Outstanding Research Performance

Event News

College of Information and Biotechnology UNIST

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence - Opening Commemoration

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence hosted 

the Opening Commemoration on Nov. 19, (Thurs) 

at 4 Engineering Hall #U110. This Graduate School 

recruited the first freshmen last September with a 

vision “A world-class school that contributes to the 

country and the southeast region”, and each year, 

50 students are selected for master's and Ph.D. 

students. These students are supported with various 

educational programs and top-notch learning 

environments to develop world-class global leaders.

AI Innovation Park - Online Business Briefing 

AI Innovation Park hosted Business Briefing Jan. 12, 

2021 (Tues) 2 pm and started to attract participating 

companies from Ulsan and the southeast region 

to collaborate with AI innovation. Many officials 

attended and showed great interest from regional 

research institutes and public institutions, etc. 

including 100 UNIST family companies and 300 

companies expressed their intention to cooperate.  

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence - LG Electronics; DX Intensive Course Start

The Graduate School of Ar t if icial Intelligence 

conducted artif icial intelligence  education for 

competency development for 27 employees of LG 

Electronics. (Course Period: 21. 9. 7. ~ 12. 3)

*Using articles from the news center of PR team
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Successful Completion of AI Technology Open Workshop

On September 30, UNIST hosted an academic conference on 

artificial intelligence (AI) for the first time in the southeastern 

region. This move was aimed at establishing an AI innovation 

ecosystem in the region and accelerating innovation in related 

industries.

Successful Completion of Another Academic Term of AI Novatus Academia!

On December 17, UNIST celebrated the students who have 

recently completed the second term of the AI Novatus Academia 

certification program. A ceremony also took place to recognize 

their achievements throughout their journey at UNIST.

A total of 23 trainees were presented with certificates of course 

completion at the ceremony.

Successful Completion of UNIST AI Innovation Day!

UNIST held an exhibit, highlighting major accomplishments of AI 

Innovation Park, which marks its first anniversary. The primary 

purpose of this event is to share the results of efforts to 

innovate industries in the southeastern region through artificial 

intelligence (AI).

Smart Healthcare Research Center Opening & Forum 

Smart Healthcare Research Center launched on Mar. 26, 

2021, aimed for industrial disaster specialized advanced 

rehabilitation, mobile diagnosis & digital healthcare 

integrated study, and professional manpower training. 

Prof. HyungJoon Cho in the Biomedical Engineering 

Dept. was appointed as the director with 15 faculty  

participation in the related fields. In this center, they 

will proceed with research about rehabilitation robot 

sensors, advanced sensor-based VR, ICT/AI-based 

diagnosis systems, and so on. In addition, it has a plan 

to equip the infrastructure to verify and experience 

these technologies on campus. 

Department of Design, UNIST-Ulsan Univ. Joint exhibition held

21.3.15~26. Department of Design held joint exhibition 

with Ulsan Univ. under the theme of ‘design products for 

the new normal era’. Prof. Seungho Lee, promoted this 

exhibition, said “This exhibition is the first case where 

both college design-related departments are conducting 

a joint exhibition, and we plan to create an opportunity to 

contemplate these social issues together as an education 

institution representing the local community in the future.”. 

2021 Department of Design - Design Show 

The 2021 Design Show was held to strengthen the 

competitiveness of the department and  promote the 

excellence of UNIST both internally and externally by online/

offline disclosing unique design works - innovation that 

combines design and engineering of aspiring designers. 

The theme of the exhibition is “(p)review”, contains the 

meaning of looking back at the experiences of the students 

who studied design, and looking at the trailer for the future 

direction. This event was held from 2021.11.17~21 and 

about 200 people visited the exhibition.
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Department of Industrial Engineering - Seminar Series 

Industrial Engineering and College of Information and Biotechnology 

opened seven seminar sessions with ten invited instructors.

 In the lecture - To Be Growth From A Student to A Professor by 

Assistant Prof. Jinyeong Kim (Chemical Education Dept., Seoul Univ.), 

who entered UNIST in 2009, she shared her failure experiences in the 

process of being a scientist to present and it was a beneficial time to 

the audience.

The 1st UNIST-KAIST-POSTECH Data 

Science Online Competition

The 1st UNIST-KAIST-POSTECH Data Science 

Contest will be held. Undergraduate students gather 

to challenge real problems in industry and society 

using data science. This year's first competition will 

be held under the theme of 'Energy Production 

Predict ion and Opt imizat ion', a real problem 

facing Korea National Oil Corporation. Anyone can 

participate if they form a team, including industrial 

engineering students and newbies, and the 

application period is from Oct 15 (Fri) to Nov 7 (Sun), 

2021. Registration for participation is through the 

competition website.

2021 College of Information and Biotechnology - Dean Workshop 

2021.12.9.~10. College of Information and 

Biotechnology hosted dean workshop to 

share key research areas by department and 

to seek research cooperation plans in 2022. 

President Yonghoon Lee also attended this 

event and gave a presentation on the status 

of UNIST. It was an opportunity to strengthen 

ties through mutual exchange of department 

heads.

College of Information and Biotechnology - Celebrity Invitational Lecture

2020.11.18. College of Informat ion and 

Biotechnology invited In-hyuk Cha, CEO of CJ 

Olive Networks, to give a lecture on the topic of 

AI Factory Status and Prospect.

Ulsan Global Advanced Manufacturing 

Forum

2021.12.13. The 4th Industrial Innovation Research 

Inst itute (Director, Prof. Sunghoon Lim) of the 

Department of Industrial Engineering, collaborates 

with domestic and foreign experts to discuss new 

strategies and tasks for manufacturing innovation 

in response to the change to a low-carbon 

economy in Ulsan, which was launched as a global 

manufacturing innovation hub of the World Economic 

Forum in 2020. A forum was held in a format (face-

to-face + non-face-to-face).

College of Information and Biotechnology - Future Vision Strategy Seminar

2020.11.11. As part of the promotion of faculty and 

student entrepreneurship and promotion of business 

policies, College of Information and Biotechnology 

hosted a future vision strategy seminar and a visit 

to start-up companies with Cha Jeong-hoon, the 

Ministry of SMEs and Startups (Startup Venture 

Innovation Office). 
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Outstanding  Research  Results

College of Information and Biotechnology UNIST

AI, UNIST - Shine brightly at the best conference!

UNIST Researcher presented 20 thesis to the best 

global AI-related conference in 2021, achieving 

excellent results.

Prof. Jeehoon Jung in Advanced Power Interface & Power Electronics Lab - Article 

Publication

Articles of Mina Kim, Junyeong Lee, and Hwapyeong

Park Ph.D. publicized in the international journal - 

IEEE Transactions on Industrial Electronics. In the 

prof. Jeehoon Jung’s Advanced Power Interface & 

Power Electronics Lab, excellent research results and 

active academic activities have been shown through 

various new technology suggestions of module type 

electric power conversion for high-efficiency, high-

reliance, and performance enhancement in this field.
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Symposium on VLSI Circuits of Bio-inspired Advanced Sensors Lab. 

in the Department of Electrical Engineering - Article Publication

The article was written by students – Yongjae Park, Jihyeong Cha, Suhyun 

Han, Jiho Park of Prof. Seong-Jin Kim’s Bio-inspired Advanced Sensors Lab. in 

the Department of Electrical Engineering ACCEPTED by L1 class conference - 

Symposium on VLSI Circuits.

IEEE of Antenna Technology Lab. in the Department of Electrical Engineering - 

Article Publication

The article was written by students – Sion Yu, Sangcheol An, Yeongsu Kim 

of Antenna Technology Lab. in the Department of Electrical Engineering 

publicized in IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation. In addition, 

The article written by students – Jinmyeong Heo, Eunjin Seong, Jaekyeong 

Kim including Prof. Gang Il Byun of this laboratory publicized in IEEE Access, 

which is one of the internationally well-known journals.

Intelligent Systems Lab(Prof. Kyuho Lee) in the Department of Electrical Engineering 

- Article Publication

The article was jointly written by Prof. Kyuho Lee in the 

Department of Electrical Engineering and Prof. Heejun Yu, 

Jinmuk Lee Ph.D. and Seongpil Choi Ph.D. in the Electric 

Engineering Dept. accepted by IEEE international journal. 

General thesis in IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems I 

belongs to the best journal in the circuit & system area.

UNIST Hyper-composable data research center, ICT research center new selection

Hyper-composable data research center (director – 

Prof. Woongki Baek, Computer Science and Engineering). 

newly selected by the ICT research center. This center 

challenges to break the boundaries between data 

center resources and the limitations of the existing data 

center by integrating advanced data center computing 

technology. Through studies in the detailed areas – 

computing, memory, storage, network/platform, the center 

is to enhance the performance and develop a flexible 

technology to maximize security. 

Intelligent System Software Lab(Prof. Woongki Baek) Published a paper on PACT 2021.

The graduate student Myeonggyun Han and Professor 

Woongki Baek’s thesis, Department of Computer Science 

and Engineering intelligent system software Lab “HERTI: 

a Reinforcement Learning-Augmented System for Efficient 

Real-Time Inference on Heterogeneous Embedded 

Systems” ACCEPTED in PACT international conference. 

PACT (International Conference on Parallel Architectures 

and Compilation Techniques) is the representative best 

international conference in the parallel computing field.

Development of new concept technology that separates plasma with one magnet

Professor Joo-Hun Kang team, Department of Biomedical 

Engineering has developed a technology that separates 

plasma and blood cells when a magnet is placed on a 

microfluidic chip. It is a technology that uses the principle 

that blood cells are pushed away from the magnet due 

to the difference in susceptibility. It can be used for on-

site diagnosis technology that can be miniaturized and 

portable.

THz Vacuum Electronics and Applied Electromagnetics Lab - Article Publication

“Accurate Gyrotron Performance Prediction Based on Full 3-D Magnetic

Field and Electron Beam Information Altered by Nonideal Factors” written

by Ingeun Lee Ph.D. and Prof. Eunmi Choi in the THz Vacuum Electronics and 

Applied Electromagnetics Lab in the Department of Electrical Engineering 

ACCEPTED by IEEE Transactions on Electron Devices.
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A drop of blood instantly detects if you have a virus 

Professor Joo-Hun Kang team, Department of Biomedical 

Engineering has developed a microfluidic chip that can 

detect infection with pathogens (bacteria, virus, etc.) at 

an early stage. If infected blood flows through a fluid tube 

that mimics a blood vessel wall, the infection can be read 

in about 10 minutes.

Enzyme that makes reverse RNA

Professor Kim Ha-jin’s research team, Department of Biomedical 

Engineering discovered a phenomenon in which the enzyme that 

transcribes mitochondrial DNA “moves backwards” (backtracking). 

Backtracking of RNA polymerase in nuclear transcription plays an 

important role in determining transcriptional efficiency. It is known that 

a similar mechanism exists in mitochondrial transcription.

Trace the gene (DNA) of living cells with 'gene scissors'

Professor Kim Ha-jin’s team, Department of Biomedical Engineering has 

developed a technique that allows real-time observation of changes in the 

structure of chromatin, the aggregate structure of DNA, by applying 'gene 

scissors'. It is a method of observing a fluorescent marker split into three 

by attaching it to the 'scissors enzyme'. It not only has higher accuracy and 

resolution than the existing gene scissors-based imaging method, but also 

enables location tracking for a long time.

Rapid Diagnosis of Viral Infections, Using a Single Drop of Blood!

A research team, led by Professor Joo H. Kang in the Department of 

Biomedical Engineering at UNIST has reported a microfluidic device that 

can detect and identify important bacterial pathogens in their early 

stages of growth.

‘Smart application’ design that 

changes users’ lives stands out!

Professor Hwang Kim of Design Department and 

Professor Duyoung Jeong of Biomedical Engineering 

Department were named on the list of winners of the 

main awards for their innovative application designs 

at the International Design Excellence Award 2020 

(IDEA 2020), respectively. The two winners in the 

communication category were ‘PRIVY Voiding Diary’, 

a digital urination diary app, and ‘SuLi, Sustainable 

Lifestyle’, an app that helps people live a sustainable 

life.
Declaration of completion of Ulsan 

10,000 Genome Project

UNIST and Ulsan Metropolitan City announced 

that they had completed decoding the genome of 

10,000 Koreans on Apr 26, 2021 (Mon) at 2 pm in 

the 4th Engineering Building (Building 110) N101. 

The 10,000 Genome Project, hosted by Ulsan 

Metropolitan City and UNIST, was promoted as an 

industry-academic-research-institute cooperation 

project. Prof. Park Jong-hwa of the Department 

of Biomedical Engineering said, “The genome is 

a semiconductor of the bio industry, and many 

countries are building individual deciphered genome 

information as core public data to strengthen 

the competitiveness of the bio industry. It is very 

meaningful in that it accurately mapped the genetic 

polymorphisms of Koreans based on the voluntary 

participation of the people.”

Professor Park Jeong-hoon's team in the Department 

of Biomedical Engineering has developed a new 

wavefront control technology that creates a clear 

focus by selectively modifying only the path of light 

passing through the central area of   the microscope 

objective.

Development of bio-tissue penetration 

imaging technology

Immunotherapy opens the way to 

colorectal cancer treatment!

Professor Lee Se-min’s research team, Department 

of Biomedical Engineering identified the mechanism 

of act ion of a small molecule immunotherapy 

candidate that can be applied to colorectal cancer. 

The research team expects that the anticancer 

mechanism of this substance is different from that of 

existing immunotherapy drugs, so the combination 

of the two will increase the effect of colorectal 

cancer treatment. This research was conducted in 

collaboration with Dr. Chang-Hoon Lee's team at the 

New Drug Based Technology Research Center at the 

Korea Research Institute of Chemical Technology.
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Reversal of peer pressure, 'good influence' found!

Professor Dongil Chung of the Department of Biomedical 

Engineering, in collaboration with an American research team, 

proved the positive effect of peer pressure in brain science. 

The researchers found that adolescents who had no prior 

history of derailment placed greater value on their peers' 

risk-averse choices. Areas that give social values in the brain 

are more active. This means that they attach a high value to 

the risk-averse choices of their friends and are more likely to 

imitate them.

In the era of Corona, 'utilitarian leaders who pursue fair benefits' preferred

A new study finds that the choices political leaders 

make in a moral dilemma affect their trustworthiness. 

According to the results of this experiment with about 

24,000 ordinary people in 22 countries, the people 

showed that they trusted leaders who rule out 

instrumental harm while they prioritized the utilitarian 

values represented by “the greatest happiness of 

the greatest number”. Professor Dongil Chung of the 

Department of Biomedical Engineering participated 

in this study, and Professor Molly Crockett of the 

Department of Psychology at Yale University in the US, 

a renowned neuroscientist, led the research. 

New Study Unveils 3D Human Liver-Chip Emulating Premetastatic Niche Formation 

by Breast Cancer-Derived EVs

A research team, led by Professor Yoon-Kyoung Cho 

(Department of Biomedical Engineering) and her 

research team from the Center for Soft and Living 

Matter (CSLM), within the Institute for Basic Science 

(IBS) at UNIST have described a 3D microfluidic 

human liver-on-a-chip (liver-chip) that emulates the 

formation of a premetastatic niche to investigate the 

roles of breast cancer-derived extracellular vesicles 

(EVs) in liver metastasis.

Diagnosis of bacterial and infectious diseases within 1 hour without electricity

A research team led by Professor Yoon-Kyoung Cho of the Department 

of Biomedical Engineering has developed a new diagnostic device 

that can reduce the abuse of antibiotics in developing countries. A 

diagnostic device resembling a 'fidget spinner' toy can determine 

whether or not there is a bacterial infection within 1 to 2 hours.

A novel biological clock gene that regulates the 24-hour sleep cycle has been discovered

A research team led by prof. Jongbin Lee and prof. Chunghun Lim of 

the Department of Biological Sciences identified the ‘Tango10’ gene 

mutation in ‘Diligent Drosophila’, which sleeps abnormally low and 

elucidated its neurobiological principle. The researchers found that the 

Tango10 gene is involved in the function of pacemaker neurons and 

sleep regulation by mediating protein ubiquitination.

Artificial organelles supply energy to cells deep in the tissue

Professor Yoon-Kyoung Cho’s team in the Department of Biomedical 

Engineering succeeded in delivering ATP to the depths of the cell 

mass with artificial exosomes. It is the principle that several enzymes 

involved in ATP synthesis are put into different exosomes and then 

fused to induce a chain reaction of enzymes, and ATP is synthesized.

Discovery of neuroprotective gene that blocks the production of toxic protein

Professor Chunghun Lim's team from the Department of Biological 

Sciences announced on the 30th that they discovered 'ZNF598', a gene 

that suppresses degenerative brain diseases such as Lou Gehrig's 

disease and frontotemporal dementia, and identified a new molecular 

biological principle of neuronal protection. This gene was shown to 

inhibit apoptosis by removing toxic protein translation products in 

the nerve cells of patients with Lou Gehrig's disease. The results of 

this study are expected to be a new key to effective early diagnosis 

of degenerative brain diseases and development of treatments for 

fundamental brain diseases.
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Awards News

College of Information and Biotechnology UNIST

Dean, Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence-Selected as ‘IEEE Member’ and ‘ACM Member’

Prof. Sam Hyuk Noh of the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence was 

selected as the ‘2022 IEEE Fellow’. After being selected as the ‘2020 

International Computer Association (ACM Fellow)’ in January last year, 

he was selected as the IEEE Scholar one after another, and was named 

as the highest-ranking member of both academic societies. Fellows 

are selected within the top 0.1% of members through seven evaluation 

criteria, including outstanding personal research achievements, technical 

achievements, and overall experience in specialized fields. Prof. Sam Hyuk Noh is a scholar in the field of storage 

system software. The selection of this scholar's member was especially recognized for his contributions in the field of 

system software for the use of flash memory and non-volatile memory.

Ranked 1st in the AI Global Challenge for Graduate Students at the Graduate School 

of Artificial Intelligence

A graduate student Taehyun Yoon (advisor Sungbin Lim) of the Graduate 

School of Artificial Intelligence participated in the competition hosted by 

NeurIPS, a Machine Learning Top conference and won the 2nd place on 

the Global Leaderboard in the Primal Task Challenge and the final 1st 

place on the Student Leaderboard.

Head of Department of Electrical Engineering, won successive awards at the Power 

Electronics Society

Prof. Jeehoon Jung, head of Department of Electrical Engineering received 

two awards at the regular general meeting of the Society of Power 

Electronics in 2021. It received the 'KIPE Research and Publication Award' 

and the 'Young Scientist Award' at the same time, and it was recognized for 

its excellent research performance and active academic activities in the field 

of power electronics. The Power Electronics Society Young Scientist Award 

is awarded by reviewing research performance and contribution to the society among researchers under the age of 

45. The Research & Publication Award is given to researchers who have contributed to the JPE journal.

Prof. Seong-Jin Kim’s lab, Department of Electrical Engineering - ‘Semiconductor 

Olympic’ Silkroad Awards

A research team led by Professor Seong-Jin Kim of the Department 

of Electrical Engineering developed a ‘3D LiDAR sensor’ with 

significantly reduced data volume, presented at the IEEE ISSCC 

conference called semiconductor olympics, and received Silkroad 

award.
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Graduate Students, Electrical Engineering - MOCAST 2020 Awards 

Woojin Hong (Ph.D., Advisor, Jaejun Kim), Hoechang Jung (Ph.D., 

Advisor, Kyuho Lee), Department of Electrical Engineering received 

Best Student Paper Award at the International Conference on Modern 

Circuits and Systems Tech (MOCAST).

Graduate student Jaehyung Park (Advisor, Sam Hyuk Noh) in the 

next generation embedded/computer system software technology 

Lab, Department of Computer Science and graduate student 

Myunggyun Han (Advisor, Woongki Baek) in the Engineering and 

intelligent system software Lab received NAVER Ph.D. Fellowship 

Award.

Graduate Students, Computer Science and Engineering - NAVER Ph.D. Fellowship Awards

7 faculty members of UNIST, Selected as ‘Top 1% researcher (HCR)’ in the world

Seven UNIST faculty members have been named on the list of 'World's 

Most Influential Researchers' published by Clarivate, an information 

analysis company. After Seoul National University, the number of 

professors selected by HCR is the largest among domestic universities. 

Professor Seongwoo Cho (Department of Biomedical Engineering), 

newly included in the HCR list (Crossfield Division), studies gene editing 

technology. He is researching with the goal of revealing the function 

of non-coding (genes not involved in protein synthesis) genes using gene editing technology and developing 

customized medical technology through gene editing.

Prof. Kyung Rok Kim’s Research Team in the Department of Electrical Engineering 

Selected for BK21 Business

Prof. Kyung Rok Kim's Research Team in the Department of Electrical 

Engineering was selected for BK21 FOUR Business "AI Semiconductor 

New Industry Field – Innovative Competent Person Nurturing 

Business" in the Department of Education. 

BK21 FOUR Business Period is seven years (2020. 9. 1 – 2027. 8. 

31). 

Prof. Yoon-Kyoung Cho selected as 2021 new member of National Academy of 

Engineering of Korea

Professor Yoon-Kyoung Cho, Department of Biomedical Engineering was 

recognized for her microfluidic technology and was selected as a general 

member of the Chemical Life Division of NAEK. In May of last year, Professor 

Yoon-Kyoung Cho developed a manual diagnostic tool that can easily detect 

bacterial infection and antibiotic resistance, drawing attention at home 

and abroad. Previously, in 2016, she was selected as a Fellow of the Royal 

Society of England.

Student of the Department of Industrial Engineering - BIEN 2021 Best Poster 

Awards Winner 

A poster presented by Jaekyeong Choi, a student of the combined master’s 

and doctoral course in Professor Sunghoon Lim‘s lab at the Department 

of Industrial Engineering, was presented at BIEN 2021 (The International 

Conference of Women Scientists and Engineers conference on BT, IT, ET 

and NT) and was selected as the best poster (2nd place) in IT (Information 

Technology).

3rd place in LG AI Hackathon

The ‘Lab Fairies’ team, which consists of undergraduate and graduate 

students belonging to the Department of Industrial Engineering and 

the Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence, won the 3rd place in LG AI 

Hackathon (Kim Ye-jin, Kim Jae-ho, Yang Hong-jun, Lim Dong-cheol). 

This team was in 0.6% of the total in the ‘Molecular Structure Image SMILES 

Transformation AI Contest’ held on 2021.9.1.(Tues) ~ 10.9.(Fri).

Prof. Kwan Myung Kim, Department of Design, Red-dot Design Awards 2021 Best of 

Best Winner 

The data-based intelligent remote rehabilitation device 'GOOPI' proposed 

by Professor Kwan Myung Kim was selected as 'Best of Best' (given only 

to the top 1% of the winners of the main awards in each category) among 

the winning works in the design concept category at the German Red Dot 

Design Awards in 2021. 
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MOU signed 

College of Information and Biotechnology UNIST

Concluded a business agreement between the Graduate School of Artificial 

Intelligence and the Naval Education Command

The two organizations signed a business agreement for the 

development of education, training of talents, and strengthening 

of research capabilities in the field of artificial intelligence at the 

main building of the Naval Education Command in Changwon, 

Gyeongnam on Tues, May 18, 2021. In accordance with the 

agreement, Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence, UNIST 

provides consulting on the design of the course for the training 

of intelligent informatization instructors and the establishment 

of the educational environment to prepare the AI   education conditions for the navy. In addition, at the request of 

the unit, it is planning to support the invitation lectures for the basic knowledge of artificial intelligence for navy 

servicemen and the practical training program for intelligent informatization specialists.

Artificial Intelligence Graduate School-CL Co., Ltd. Business Agreement

The Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence and CL Co., 

Ltd. signed a business agreement on Monday, Jun 14, 2021 

to develop AI-based mobility on demand (MOD) technology 

and promote exchange and cooperation. This agreement 

was prepared to cooperate for the development of core 

technologies for the mobility platform based on artificial 

intelligence (AI) technology and the establishment of a joint 

research institute. In addition to R&D, the two institutions 

will also build infrastructure to expand the global research base. In particular, they decided to mutually support 

the establishment of the ‘MOD AI Research Center’, a joint research institute of companies, as part of technological 

development for domestic and overseas market opening.

MOU signed between the Department of Electrical Engineering and Hanoi University 

of Science and Technology (HUST)

An MOU was signed for joint research, academic data 

exchange, professors, researchers and students human 

resource exchange on May 24, 2021.

Electrical Engineering - SIS Co., Ltd. MOU signed

For the purpose of promoting mutual development 

with the local community and UNIST through joint 

development research and project discovery in 

autonomous driving S/W core technology of iAGV 

(Intelligent Automated Guided Vehicles), Department 

of Electrical and Electronic Engineering promoted the 

signing of an agreement with SIS Co., Ltd. on Aug 10, 

2021.
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Smart Healthcare Research Center-U2Medtech Agreement

For the purpose of research on data analysis technology development 

in the digital health care field and establishment of a data ecosystem, 

the UNIST Smart Health Care Research Center (CEO HyungJoon Cho) 

and U2Medtech Co., Ltd., a company specializing in medical device 

development and digital health care, signed a business agreement on 

August 24 (Tue), 2021.  Through this agreement, both organizations plan 

to conduct empirical research and data analysis technology development 

in the 'digital health care business' field, and plan to build and expand a healthcare data ecosystem based on the 

developed technology and secured data. 

Smart Healthcare Research Center-LG U+ Agreement

UNIST and LG U+ signed a business agreement at 

the universit y headquar ters on August 25, 2021 

(Wednesday), and decided to promote cooperation to 

develop and demonstrate smart healthcare solutions and 

discover business opportunities. Through this business 

agreement, UNIST Smart Healthcare Research Center and 

LG U+ plan to ▲ Demonstrate smart healthcare solutions 

and carry out joint tasks ▲ Joint discovery of solutions 

for Ulsan Industrial Accident Specialty Public Hospital scheduled to open in 2025 ▲ promote joint proposals for 

healthcare clusters that become parallel to the Busan National Pilot Smart City Construction.

Smart Healthcare Research Center-Concluded a business agreement to promote 

industrial accident medical research by the Korea Workers' Compensation and 

Welfare Service

In order to strengthen the research capacity of a public 

hospital specializing in industrial accidents to be built 

in Ulsan in 2025, the ‘Industrial Accident Medical Care 

Joint Research Agreement’ was signed on Feb 17, 2021 

(Wednesday). Through the agreement, Ulsan City, Labor 

Welfare Corporation, and Ulsan Institute of Science 

and Technology decided to cooperate to promote joint 

research in the field of rehabilitation and to support 

related matters. Specifically, collaboration between the UNIST Smart Healthcare Research Center, the Rehabilitation 

Medicine Research Center at Incheon Hospital of the Korea Labor Welfare Corporation, and the Rehabilitation 

Engineering Research Center will be carried out to discover joint research projects, develop source technologies, 

and collaborate on demonstrations and clinical trials.

Signed a business agreement with the Department of Biomedical Engineering and 

the IBS Cognitive and Sociability Research Center

Department of Biomedical Engineering (Head, Jung, Woonggyu) and the 

IBS Cognitive and Sociability Research Center (Chairman Lee Chang-jun) 

held a business agreement signing ceremony for the operation of special 

admissions for brain science academic scholarship students on Fri, Oct 8, 

2021. The academic scholarship program, newly established through this 

agreement, aims to nurture outstanding talents in the field of brain science 

and to create world-class research results. The UNIST-IBS Brain Science Academic Research Program will start 

operating from the spring semester of the 2022 academic year. Recruitment of new students is conducted through 

the UNIST Biomedical Engineering Graduate School's first semester recruitment. Selected students receive full tuition 

subsidy and academic incentives to conduct research.

Concluded a business agreement with the Department of Industrial Engineering and KOSCOM

The Department of Industrial Engineering at UNIST signed a business 

agreement with KOSCOM on Nov. 11, 2020 (Wed) to promote exchange and 

cooperation related to financial big data research and education. Through 

this agreement, the department will receive the financial big data platform 

developed by Koscom free of charge for education and research purposes. 

Koscom is the largest financial IT company in Korea that provides financial 

data and IT solutions.

Department of Design-Lounge Lab mutual cooperation agreement signed

Lounge Lab, Department of Design at UNIST, and Future Experience 

Research Center announced that they had signed a business 

agreement for mutual cooperation on the Oct. 5, 2021. This agreement 

was promoted to strengthen the research capabilities of creative and 

innovative robot service technology by organically linking the capabilities 

of the two institutions. In this agreement, joint research on △Human 

Robot Interaction △Collaborative robot user experience △Unmanned/non-face-to-face service technology design 

△Autonomous driving robot interaction design △Future robot experience scenario and design plan was negotiated.

Blockchain Research Center-Bithumb joint research

The UNIST Blockchain Research Center (CEO Marco Comuzzi) and the 

domestic virtual asset exchange Bithumb (CEO Baek-young Heo) signed 

a strategic partnership on Sep. 2, 2021. Marco Komucci, head of the 

UNIST Blockchain Research Center (Professor of Industrial Engineering) 

said, “As a global virtual asset exchange, we will contribute to expanding 

the base of the blockchain ecosystem and nurturing talent together with 

Bithumb, which has abundant know-how.”
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Doctoral Degree Grantees
(Feb. and Aug. 2021 graduates)

Department of Electrical Engineering

Feb. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 13 

2014: Kim Seong-ho, Kim Yong-han, Jeong Se-won

2015:  Kim Jun-hyeong, Shin Shin-bo,  

Yoon Jae-seong, Lim Young-hyeon,  

Jeong Sang-young, Jeong Jae-won

2016: Kim Yujin, Lee Myungho on 

2017: Jang Jong-gyu 

2018: Kim Seon-min

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 5 

2015: Kim Minah, Lee Gwangmuk, Jang Yeesan 

2016: Ye Manje

2017: Oh Byung-joo

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Feb. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 3

2014: Lee Kyuhyun 

2015: Shim Hyeonwook, TONG HOANG ANH

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 4

2016:  Park Jae-hyung, Song Hyeon-seop,  

Song Hyeon-ho, Lee Eun-jae

Department of Biomedical Engineering

Feb. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 12

2013: Jang Jun-il

2015: Kang Myungsoo, Lee Hansol, Ha Hyeyoung 

2016: Kim Min-kyung, Jeon Seong-won

2017: SEVDE UCAK

2018: Jeong Sejin 

2019:  Kim Do-kyung, Park Da-som, Park Soo-hyun, 

KARAKOZ TANATKYZY MUKHAMBETIYAR

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 19

2014: Lee Do-young, Jin Seok-ha

2015: Yang Taeyang, NARENDRA CHAUDHARY

2016: Kim Minki, Park Youngjun, Oh Semin 

2018: AMANZHOL KURMASHEV

2019:  Ko Min-jung, Kim Tae-hyeong, Kim Hyo-rim, 

Park Hyeon-hee, Yoon Seon-young,  

Yoon So-hyeon, Lee Kwang-ro, Lim Jae-won, 

Jeong Hyeon-wook, Ha Hyo-seok,  

NGUYEN THI PHUONG THAO

Hearty congratulations 

on awarding your degree!

Department of Industrial Engineering

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 1

2015: Kim Jong-chan

Department of Biological Sciences

Feb. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 5

2014: Ye Byeong-jin

2015: Choi Seong-yeol

2018: Kim Hyerin 

2019: Park Seong-eon, Im Seongbin

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 11

2012: Park Myung-rae, Park Soo-yong

2013: Kang Hyeon-je

2015: Kim Kyu-min, Bae Yoon-ji, Lee Jong-bo

2016: Park Joo-mi

2018: Park Ji-won

2019: Kim Hyejin, Lim Nuri, Hyun Ji-min

Department of Design (Graduate School of Creative Design Engineering)

Feb. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 2

2016: Kim So-young, Jo Kwang-min

Aug. 2021, Number of Ph.D.: 1

2017: MINTRA RUENSUK
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Lab Introduction

Q  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to the laboratory, please.

A  Hello, I am Seungyul Han, who has been working at 

UNIST since November. I plan to open my lab from 

now on and would like to start with machine learning 

focusing on reinforcement learning that I have been 

researching so far and expand the scope. Since 

there are no students yet, my goal is to decide what 

kind of research to carry out by recruiting students 

from this semester in consultation with the students.

Q  Please tel l  us about the required 

competencies before selecting major 

research fields and research internships.

A  The major research field will be machine learning 

based on reinforcement learning, and the specific 

research direction is to establish in discussion with 

the recruiting students from this semester. The 

required competencies before the research intern 

are not limited in the knowledge for the lab. The 

professors ask math ability, research experiences 

related to AI, and willingness to research. So 

undergraduate students should complete math 

subjects for AI- related knowledge such as statistics, 

linear algebra with basics for AI realization. As 

students need some knowledge regarding AI for 

Graduate School, students should complete subjects 

related to deep learning or machine learning with 

real realizat ion experiences by programming. 

Lastly, the most important part is a willingness to 

research. Because research is not conducted simply 

by knowledge, the most required competency 

for an intern is the willingness with clear goal 

consciousness about what kind of research students 

want to do in the future.

Q Is there a good time to contact an intern?

A  From my previous lab experience, I think it would 

be better to do an undergraduate internship 

after having some AI-related and mathematical 

knowledge. In the 1st and 2nd year, students will be 

busy taking related subjects, so they build up some 

basic knowledge while listening to the subjects. 

In the 3rd and 4th year, they come to the Lab as  

undergraduate interns to accumulate research 

experience, and then contact the Lab in the field 

they want to work. It seems to be the best way to go.

Interviews with Student Council, 
College of Information and Biotechnology

Machine Learning based on 
intensive study Lab  

Graduate School of Artificial Intelligence 

Prof. Seungyul Han's Lab

Q  I'm curious about the student tendencies 

that go well with the lab.

A  Students, who have something want to do, try to 

attain the goal with consistent efforts. So, if they 

have a definite will, such students shall manage lab 

life smoothly. In addition to this, the synergy with 

advisors shall be important as well.

Q  What is the future career path for 

graduate school graduation or the 

relevant research field?

A  I research reinforcement learning, and I think it’s an 

incredibly attractive field because AI is very practical 

with a strong intention to increase efficiency by 

applying it to the industry. Reinforcement learning 

is a discipline that has come to mind a lot since 

AlphaGo defeated Lee Sedol in 2016. It is a learning 

technology that can learn about a given environment 

while receiving a reward and greatly increase the 

control efficiency in that environment, can be applied 

to various fields such as smart system manufacturing, 

robot control, autonomous vehicle, healthcare, 

network resource management, and power system. 

There are not many actual applied cases yet but 

have a great possibility to apply into numerous fields. 

There are many areas to research as well as applied 

fields. As I just said, the fact that many areas have 

not yet been applied also means that there are a lot 

of fields that need to be researched until they are 

applied. Thus, in the present reinforcement learning 

field, areas to research for actual applications as well 

as reinforcement learning are to be supplemented 

through further research. In other words, I think 

it is a good field either for further research or 

industry. Many companies that have recognized this 

importance are researching. Representatively, there 

is Google Deep Mind, the creator of AlphaGo. But 

there are not many researchers for reinforcement 

learning in this country, I think it will serve as an 

exceptionally good part of employment because of 

the rarity. 

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like 

to say to the students?

A  It's related to what we've talked about so far, the 

technology called reinforcement learning will be 

used in a lot of industries in the future, and there 

are many attractive fields to research. So, I hope that 

many students will come to my lab, conduct this kind 

of research together, and get satisfactory results so 

that it will be an opportunity to move forward into a 

good future. I hope that many students will support 

my Lab. Thank you.
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Q  A brief introduction to the laboratory with 

the research area, please.

A  BIAS Lab is conducting two major types of research-

-biosensor and image sensor. For biosensors, we 

are researching microelectrode array systems for 

brain signal measurement and wearable systems 

with electrocardiogram functions. In the image 

sensor field, we are researching direct time of 

flight and indirect time of flight, which measure the 

distance to an object. In addition, we are researching 

various fields related to analog integrated circuits 

such as temperature sensors and analog to digital 

converters.

Q  What are the competencies needed before 

research intern support?

A  Fields researched in this Lab are closely related to 

subjects such as circuit theory, electronic circuits, 

analog integrated circuits, and ultra-high-density 

integrated circuit design taught in undergraduate 

courses. If you complete these subjects with interest, 

I think you have enough competencies to apply for 

this Lab.

Q  How's the atmosphere in the lab?

A  The atmosphere in the lab is very friendly. The 

seniors lead the juniors well, and the horizontal 

rather than vertical structure creates an environment 

where you can focus on research in a comfortable 

atmosphere. This Lab is divided research fields into 

three groups, and students in each group have a 

meeting with the Professor once a week to share 

ideas. Also, by conducting a seminar once a week, 

all students have time to understand each other's 

knowledge of each other's research field. Professor 

also visits the Lab frequently to discuss research 

with students and strive to create an environment 

conducive to research.

Bio-inspired Advanced 
Sensors Lab  

Department of Electrical Engineering 

Pro. Seong-Jin Kim's Lab

Q  Please tell us about the appropriate time 

for internship contact and the student's 

tendency to fit into the lab.

A  We recommend that you take both Electronic 

Circuits 1 and 2 and contact them during the winter 

vacation of your 3rd year. There are various people 

in this Lab, from active people to quiet people, 

and the members of this Lab respect these diverse 

personalities. However, when it comes to research, 

everyone is working with a serious and active 

attitude. Therefore, we want our BIAS Lab to have 

students who can respect the inclinations of various 

people and who have the tendency to be serious 

and hard at work.

Q  Please tell us about graduate school 

graduat ion or future career in the 

research field.

A  Six students have graduated from BIAS Lab since 

2015. Among them, three joined Samsung Electronics 

and two joined SK Hynix. As many students know, 

various companies need labor to research circuit 

fields, and the demand is increasing every year. 

In addition to joining a large company, there are 

people with various goals in this Lab, such as 

Professor, Researcher, and Startup.

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like to 

say to the students?

A  Professor Seong-Jin Kim is a person who genuinely 

cares for students. He tries not to burden students 

in administrative work so that they can focus on 

their research despite the many assignments in the 

lab. I think this is one of big advantages in this lab. 

In addition to this, recent students have achieved 

reliable results, such as submitting various thesis 

to international conferences and journals with 

professor’s consideration. He gives motivations for 

diverse research not to limited in a specific area. 

Under this kind of environment, students are self-

motivated, working hard, and producing good results 

even when there is no coercive commuting time. I 

hope that many students who want to do various 

research in a free atmosphere will come to this Lab.
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Q  A brief self-introduction and an introduction 

to the laboratory, please.

A  Hello, I am Professor Jooyong Yi from the Department 

of Computer Science and Engineering. And I am 

teaching two courses--compiler and computational 

theory. My lab name ‘Programming Language 

and Software Engineering Lab,’ and as the name 

suggests, involved related to the intersection of two 

areas.

Q  Please tell us about your lab's main 

research field.

A  As I mentioned before, the main research field is 

program analysis to make high-quality software 

efficient. Traditionally in academia, research has 

been conducted to find bugs in programs through 

program analysis. In other words, there are already 

many pieces of research to find bugs, but there is 

not enough time to fix them presently. Therefore, 

recently, research is being done on a program 

that automatically fixes bugs. In this Lab, we are 

researching to verify whether the found bug is a real 

bug and to create a program that automatically fixes 

it. In other words, the goal of this Lab is to create 

such an integrated system within the next three or 

four years.

Q  Please tell me about the necessary 

competencies before applying for a 

research internship.

A  Coding skills are common in this lab as well as most 

of the labs under CS. Vision can be learned naturally 

while conducting research, but it is most important 

to prepare well during undergraduate student 

days because coding competency is the basic level 

whether you are going to graduate or get a job. It 

is also because even if you have an idea, you need 

to have coding skills to implement it. Professors 

wouldn't expect to understand the thesis right away 

from their students. Rather than that, if you are an 

undergraduate student, you usually expect to see 

and understand the program and, if necessary, 

write a new one. That's why I think the basic coding 

knowledge I mentioned earlier is more important. 

Then, your interest in the research field is enough, I 

think.

Q Is there a good time to contact an intern?

A  Some second-year students did an internship 

well, and some fourth-year students didn't do very 

well. So I think students’ years don’t matter that 

much. Some students who started undergraduate 

internships during vacation adapt to the life of this 

lab better. In any case, the learning curve is steep at 

the beginning, so if you start your internship during 

a leisurely vacation, you can do research well even 

after the semester begins. On the other hand, there 

seem to be some difficulties when starting lab work 

in addition to preparing for the new semester.

Programming Language &  
Software Engineering Lab  

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

Prof. Jooyong Yi's Lab

Q  I'm curious about the student tendencies 

that go well with the lab.

A  As I said before, the program we want to make in this 

Lab is to analyze a random program to find, verify, 

and fix bugs. In other words, the meta-thinking 

ability is required because we make a program that 

analyzes the program. If you make a program, it is 

easy to think of designing a design or improving the 

performance of a specific algorithm, but as I said, this 

field has a bit of a peculiarity.

Q  What is the future career path for 

graduate school graduation or the 

relevant research field?

A  People in the software engineering or programming 

language field mostly go to the software industry. 

For example, there is a field that analyzes or tests 

a program company-wide. In particular, companies 

that are good at checking software quality consider 

such fields more important, and there are even 

companies that specialize in manufacturing testing 

products or analyzers for other companies. Security, 

national defense, and finance are industries that 

place great importance on this field, and analysis 

and testing technology is essential because defects 

or holes in software can lead to big problems. If you 

are thinking of academia, there are ways to become 

a professor like me after graduating, and there are 

ways to start a business.

Q  Please tell us about the atmosphere in 

the lab.

A  Students who started lab internships are often 

curious about whether the working hours were fixed. 

This lab does not set a specific time for work. We 

are researching a way that we set goals and details 

together through meetings at least once a week and 

proceed together. We want to create an atmosphere 

where team members can frequently interact with 

each other without any set rules, except that at 

least they should be able to participate during the 

meeting time. Presently, it consists of Koreans and 

foreigners in this lab. I'd like to keep it this way if 

possible. In general, I think that the more diverse the 

members, the more likely they are to come up with 

various ideas. Because research is all about digging 

a well, you can end up digging in the wrong place if 

you don't do it right. So I want to be able to see a lot 

of what other people have thoughts and opinions, so 

I encourage students to hang out and interact more 

with each other. I think the lab atmosphere is what 

the lab members create. I am just one of them.

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like 

to say to the students?

A  In my case, I decided to take this path because I 

decided that teaching was the best suit for me. I also 

thought about various career paths. However, if you 

continue to think about your career path and have 

various experiences, it seems that in the end, you 

know what you are good at and what you like best. 

I thought a lot about getting a job before taking 

the master's program, but after taking the master's 

program, I concluded that research was the best 

suit for me. If you are thinking of a graduate course, 

it would be helpful to have time to ponder while 

doing an undergraduate internship. Even after that, 

I think it's okay to try the master's course if you're 

still curious. If you have a strong will to research, 

you can save time through the master and doctoral 

integrated courses.
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Q  A brief self-introduction with research 
topics, please.

A  Hello, I'm Tae-Eun Park, a 4th-year professor at the 

Department of Biomedical Engineering. The research 

I'm doing now is doing interesting research that 

makes human organs small and uses them to test 

or develop drugs under the subject of biomimetic 

engineering.

Q  The lab room has the name mTEN, what is 
the reason?

A  My nickname was TEN. [laughter] What I do 

is microstructure engineering, which involves 

working on making small tissues. So, Micro Tissue 

Engineering and Nanomedicine, a topic I was 

working on during my Ph.D., merged to become 

mTEN. So, as I was doing it, it became mTEN, and 

later, after shortening it, I thought, ‘Oh, that’s my 

nickname?’ So I am using mTEN as it is.

Q  Please tell us what you think about “our lab.”

A  Our lab has a very autonomous atmosphere. Maybe 

because I didn't force them to do it until when, but 

I think it's an atmosphere where they do research 

voluntarily and have fun. As my personality itself, I 

think of my students as colleagues, and I try to treat 

them like that if possible. As a result, the students 

seem to be having fun on their own and just like my 

real colleagues.

Q  What do you think are the necessary 
competencies before research intern 
support?

A  First of all, you can’t get high grades [laugh] It's a 

joke. I think that the most important thing is to be 

able to think. Occasionally, I think some students do 

not understand and only do well on exams while 

studying because they are so focused on improving 

their grades. On the other hand, students who study 

to understand, even if their grades may be a little 

bad, I think know how to think better. So, when we 

talked, ‘Oh. This student must be able to think while 

doing research. You have a scientific mind.’ I think I 

will prefer those kinds of people as interns.

Q  Please tell us about the appropriate time 
for internship contact and the student's 
tendency to fit into the lab.

A  I think it's better to study a little more and then apply 

for intern support at the end of the third year rather 

than coming from the beginning of the second year 

or the third year. And the intern for our lab is… I just 

want to have different persons. The lab is a very 

small society, and we meet almost every day during 

that long period. Besides, I think it would be better if 

a student with a little patience to wait for the cells to 

grow.

Micro Tissue Engineering & 
Nanomedicine Lab  

Department of Biomedical Engineering

Prof. Tae-Eun Park's Lab

Q  Please tell me how UNIST compares to 
Harvard WYSS where you worked during 
your postdoc, and what are the strengths 
and differences in our BME lab!

A  I was at the Harvard-affiliated Institute. It is a place 

where research institutes excellent in research 

gathered, and there was also George Church next 

to it. Well-known professors  from Harvard, MIT 

and other really good researchers are nearby, so 

research is not done through consultation with 

professors, but by simply having tea and eating with 

postdocs and students, ‘Oh, I’m doing this, but are 

you doing that? Let's do it together.' This is how joint 

research is conducted. And in my opinion, UNIST is 

very similar. There are professors in all fields at the 

cutting edge, and they are incredibly open-minded, 

so the research environment is very similar to WYSS. 

In that respect, I think UNIST is good. Research 

equipment and facilities are better than Harvard. 

The only thing lacking is that it would be nice to 

have this kind of atmosphere for students. The ideas 

that students come up with as they get acquainted 

with people from various labs are really interesting. 

I hope that the atmosphere between the professors 

also exists for the students.

Q  I would like to hear the goals of Professor 
for 1 year, 3 years, and 10 years.

A  When I f irst opened the lab and talked to the 

students, I was worried at first whether I could 

raise young students, but now I feel like they are 

colleagues, so I can communicate with them well and 

I feel like we're heading to the same place. Next year, 

we hope that the research that we set up with the 

students will bear fruit. I hope to become a group 

that can lead this field in 3 to 5 years. In many cases, 

the existing organ-on-a-chip and organoid fields 

are biased to one side, but I want to lead this field by 

understanding both the biological and engineering 

aspects well. And the students I teach will be 

produced, and I want them to go out and become 

students who can be recognized as really competent 

people. I haven't thought about it in 10 years, but 

I wish we could cover the entire biomedical field. I 

hope we can understand all the different fields and 

have such a wide view of how to use the technology. 

In short, 10 years from now... conquer all fields? 

[laugh]

Q  What is your engine that makes it endure 
the difficult research life?

A  I think my driving force is failure. People think that 

success is the driving force in a way, but I am not. 

I tried very hard, but if it doesn't go well, I feel like 

I'm going to the bottom. But it is the driving force 

of my life. The memory of ‘I am a person who can 

put so much effort into doing this’ seems to give 

me strength. Since I am a person who can do this, I 

think that if I put in a little more effort like this, I will 

get better. Whether it's a real failure or a success, 

that experience becomes the driving force in life and 

comes back.

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like 
to say to the students?

A  Youth goes by so quickly, so I want you to understand 

how precious time is,. And I want you to study, 

research, and play hard and have fun. Research as 

much as possible and have fun... You have to play 

your best!!
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Q  Please give a brief introduction about 

the research field and lab.

A  This is Hongtae Kim, who is currently the head of 

the department. After working at Sungkyunkwan 

University for about 10 years and 6 months, I have 

been working at UNIST since Sep 1, 2018. I am 

researching to find the main cause of cancer, and for 

this research, mouse experiments including molecular 

biology and bioinformatics field are needed. I came to 

UNIST because UNIST has a well-established research 

infrastructure, and I like to collaborate with many 

professors. Our lab is researching how genes cause 

DNA damage and how these genes are involved in the 

development of leukemia. Because DNA damage is the 

cause of cancer, it has great research value. The specific 

research method is to search for unidentified proteins 

whose functions have not yet been identified in the 

signal transduction system involved in DNA damage.

Q  What competencies should a student 

have before applying for a research 

internship?

A  Biology research is good once you are steady. 

Biology research requires a smart brain, but it must 

be consistent because it takes more than two years to 

prove the hypothesis they have set up. You should think 

about doing it consistently for a year or two. In general, 

the time it takes to publish a thesis in the field of biology 

takes longer than the research period in other basic 

sciences. So, in a way, I think that a person who works 

hard consistently is the most advanced in biology.

Q  When do you think is the right time to do 

an internship contact?

A  There are a total of 8 vacations before graduation, and 

if you are doing an internship twice, the winter vacation 

of the 2nd year or the summer vacation of the 3rd year 

is perfect. At that time, the student should think about 

what he or she should do to some extent and find out 

whether that idea is right for them. If that's true, it's 

good to decide whether or not to continue the basic 

study in the lab. Even if you don't go into the lab, it's 

good to see what you're doing in the lab, what basic 

knowledge you need to build since the field is right, and 

what kind of research you'll do next, study, and learn 

some experimental techniques. If it doesn't fit, you have 

to think again, so I think that is the right time.

Q  Please te l l  us about the student 

tendencies that go well with your lab.

A  As I said before, biology has to be steady. Biology 

research may be a fleeting idea, but most of it is an idea 

based on a long period of prior research. And to prove 

these ideas, you have to do a lot of experimentation. For 

example, I have to do cloning, western blot, and grow 

cells, so I have a lot to do, so I have to be consistent. 

Creatures only take a year or two to materialize their 

ideas, so it seems that there is no choice but to be 

consistent. The concept of being steady doesn't mean 

that you stay up every night, but that you keep thinking 

about the data that came out, designing experiments, 

and thinking about experiments. If you are sure that 

your data is correct, you can do it slowly from then on, 

but since the process that you think is correct takes 

6months to 1 year, you have to keep working hard until 

you find it.

Q  Please let me know the future career 

path for your research field!

A  First, looking at the current status of our lab graduates, 

there are cases where they leave post-doc abroad to 

work at an American cancer center or return to work 

as a professor after completing post-doc. In addition, 

after graduating with a master's or doctoral degree, 

there are cases where they find employment in various 

companies such as Samsung BioLogics, MOGAM 

Biotechnology Research Institute, Chong Kun Dang 

Pharmaceutical Corp., Institut Pasteur, and KOLON 

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES. Most of the students had a lot 

of good theses before graduation, so it was not difficult 

to find a job. In other words, most of them work for a 

company and do research, and there are many cases 

where they continue academic research and remain in 

the academic field.

Q  If there are students who want to become 

technicians rather than researcher, what 

do you think?

A  As I said before, it can be said that most of the 

researchers in the company, not at the team leader 

level or higher, are close to the technicians. Rather than 

coming up with an idea, we often learn to experiment 

and do it iteratively. It is difficult for some students to 

come up with ideas, so I think some students prefer to 

be a technician. Of course, it may seem difficult because 

the field of Biological Sciences is a discipline that 

requires experimentation by interpreting existing results 

and continuously generating innovative ideas based 

on them. However, once the flow of the experiment is 

established, even if the subject is changed, the basic 

steps are the same, so it is not difficult to proceed 

with ideas and research. Of course, the process after 

that requires a lot of thought and time to think about 

and how to establish it. Still, if you keep thinking and 

analyzing data, you can develop without realizing it, so 

I'd like to try it first without being intimidated.

Q  Please tell me if you have a specific goal 

as a professor here at UNIST.

A  Above all, UNIST is well equipped with a research 

environment. Based on this research environment, my 

present goal is to guide all members of the Department 

of Biological Sciences to achieve great achievements, and 

to make our department take the lead in the world based 

on this.

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like 

to say to the students??

A  Above all else, I believe that students should be 

exposed to the world. Steady students are indeed 

needed to research in the Department of Biological 

Sciences, but it is because you can study hard only if 

you play hard. So, until the second year, I hope you 

enjoy doing all the activities you want to do and try new 

experiences. After that, I hope that students will study 

hard enough to create an experience with no regrets.

Cancer/DNA Damage Response Lab  

Department of  Biological Sciences

Prof. Hongtae Kim's Lab
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Q Briefly introduce yourself and your lab.

A  I am Cha Joong Kim, who has been running the 

UNIST ‘Emotion Lab’ since 2013. Before joining 

UNIST, I worked for a company as a machine 

designer for 6 years, then went to the Netherlands 

to major in user experience design. Because of the 

mechanism in which user experience is determined 

by the integrated user's 'emotion', this lab was 

named 'Emotion Lab'.

Q Please introduce the main research field.

A  The main research field deals with various topics of 

Human Product (+Service) Interaction. For example, 

it deals with visual beautification experienced in user 

interaction with products, perception and perception 

related to sound, touch, and smell, sustainable 

interaction methods, and emotion and experience. 

The main task of ‘Emotion Lab’ is to produce design 

knowledge for practitioners and researchers based 

on user research. Therefore, we are striving to 

spread knowledge by publishing research thesis in 

international journals. Projects in ‘Emotion Lab’ are 

mainly projects of the Korea Research Foundation, 

and tasks to predict future user experience and 

trends are also being conducted at the same time as 

the company’s request.

Q  Do I have the necessary competencies 

before research intern support?

A  ‘Emotion Lab’ welcomes leading members who 

consistently pursue their interests at any time. If you 

are a student who has an interest and affection for 

your neighbors and users and is interested in design 

research, this is a sufficient internship condition.

Q  I'm curious about the appropriate time 

for intern contact and the student's 

tendency to fit into the lab.

A  Students interested in the Emotion Lab can contact 

us at any time. If you start an internship, you can 

participate in a project in progress, and we have a 

flexible team culture that allows you to participate 

in projects proposed to companies, governments, 

or research foundations. The student dispositions 

suitable for the lab are, , above all, those students 

who are satisfied with doing or making something, 

and immerse themselves in it when they fall in love 

with one thing. Also, since it is a place to research 

users, I think that students who play well and like 

people are the best fit for the lab.

Q  What is the future career path for 

graduate school graduation or the 

relevant research field?

A  ‘The ‘Emotion Lab’ lab members are primarily 

advancing into the academia where user experience 

research is conducted like universities or laboratories, 

and they also plan and research future products 

and services in the company’s advanced design 

department. Not only the academy or company, but 

Emotion Lab  

Department of Design

Prof. Cha Joong Kim's Lab

also the government and local government agencies 

are steadily advancing into the design policy 

department for citizens. In addition, they develop 

products or services based on user experience 

knowledge and jump into startups.

Q How's the atmosphere in the lab?

A  The name of the lab is Emotion Lab, so you can think 

of me and the members of the lab as emotional. 

It is a place where people do scientific research 

on how to find out why users experience specific 

emotions in interaction with products and how to 

preemptively respond by design, so people in the 

lab are not emotional. Of course, everyone goes 

all-in on emotion when they play. As I studied in 

the Netherlands, I have positively experienced 

their independent and autonomous research and 

organizational culture, and I am trying to realize an 

independent and autonomous culture as much as 

possible in the Emotion Lab.

Q  Please introduce the lecture you are 

teaching!

A  I am teaching UX Design Research Methods and 

Design for Wellbeing in undergraduate and Product 

Understanding, Use, and Experience in graduate. In UX 

Design Research Methods, a team project is organized 

in the form of a request for a UX improvement design 

project from a company, and a team of 4-5 students 

becomes a team and the overall product development 

process are conducted centered on user experience, 

and new design results are presented to the company. 

In this course, you will actually conduct a user study, 

publish the results as a thesis, and experience writing 

a design project report that is vulnerable to Korean 

designers. Through this, they can have the academic 

design skills that European designers have, helping 

them to leap forward as internationally competitive 

designers. The Design for Wellbeing course is a 

new course to be opened. While the existing design 

problems are focused only on improving (or solving) 

the negative experience of users, this course teaches 

how to design to deliver a positive experience to 

users through products or services from the opposite 

perspective. Finally, in Product Understanding, Use 

and Experience, various topics such as product 

aesthetics, visual perception, tactile sense, sound, 

emotion, cognitive structure, and cultural diversity in 

human-product interaction are selected each week 

to lecture theory and design cases, and students 

will analyze and announce the products they have 

selected. 

Q  Lastly, is there anything you would like 

to say to the students?

A  Well… I liked math in high school, so I majored in 

mechanical engineering without thinking, and after 

working at an engineering company, I changed my 

major to design. I think you're probably thinking a 

lot about which choice you'd like to make right now. 

When such a moment approaches, I recommend that 

you judge with your heart rather than with your head. 

Rather than worrying about the vague future, if you 

experience various trials and errors every day, there 

will come a moment when you discover such a thing 

that makes your heart tremble. 1-2 years in life is by 

no means a long time. Do not be in a hurry and try 

various attempts, small or large, to find that moment.
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Q  Can you describe your research field in five 

words?

A  “Service Engineering and Knowledge Discovery” 

Service Engineering can be thought of as a Data 

Science application to services, and Knowledge 

Discovery can be understood as Data Science theory 

and methodology development. We analyze data 

related to services in various industries and research 

to improve the service system.

Q  What is the research topic that you 

mainly study?

A  In the service system, system means not only physical 

systems such as factories and machines required 

for manufacturing, but also invisible and intangible 

activities such as medical service, education, and 

transportation are modeled as a system, and it is 

optimized and calculated. Beyond data analysis, 

we focus more on how to utilize the results of that 

analysis.

Q  Please tell us about the student tendencies 

that go well with your lab.

A  There are no rules in our lab. There is no set 

commuting time. Still, what I want to emphasize 

is “don’t fight.” [laugh] It would be nice to have a 

friend who can get along well with other people in a 

friendly manner. And it would be better if someone 

who is creative and self-directed and can take 

responsibility for the results together in the lab.

Q  What kind of lectures do you conduct for 

students?

A  In Industrial Operations Management, you learn 

overall how to opt imize and improve service 

operations as well as production management 

in the manufacturing process. We study Service 

I n t e l l i gence (unde rg radua te ) ,  Know ledge 

Service Engineering(graduate), and theory and 

methodologies for improving various service systems, 

and practice doing it yourself through a project.

Service Knowledge Lab  

Department of Industrial Engineering

Prof. Chiehyeon Lim's Lab

Q  Can you tell us about the vision in 

which field the Department of Industrial 

Engineering can be active in the future?

A  Traditionally, industry engineering can be broadly 

classified into manufacturing engineering, human 

engineering, and data analytics. The themes that 

penetrate these three fields are manufacturing, 

service, and human system optimization. Most 

companies do not have graduates from the 

Department of Industrial Engineering. Because there 

are always things that need to be improved in people, 

organizations, processes, and physical systems, any 

company needs optimization. Industry Engineering 

can also be active in any field that analyzes data from 

a specific system and improves the system.

Q  Is the UNIST Department of Industrial 

Engineering special compared to other 

departments of Industrial Engineering?

A  Our Department of Industrial Engineering specializes 

in data analysis among the preceding three 

fields. Also, the greatest merit is that students can 

participate in research together in the laboratory. For 

example, one graduate participated in research that 

analyzes human driving data to improve service in 

terms of safety and economic driving. The results of 

data analysis were well presented at the conference, 

so I got the opportunity to be a POSCO intern, and 

I took advantage of this experience to join Samsung 

Electronics. It seems to be specialized in providing 

opportunities to solve problems by applying real 

data to problems in the field, going beyond classes 

and books.

Q  Do you have any advice for the students in 

IE who are curious about their career path 

after graduation?

A  There are not many graduates yet, but students 

are active in data mining and optimization fields. 

To become a data scientist, some students go on 

to graduate and do more studies, while others find 

employment by adding their skills to what they studied 

in the department. For example, students who joined 

POSCO and Samsung Electronics are now working 

as data analysts on a team that manages quality and 

yield in the company's manufacturing process.
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 Which word fits the consonant below?
 QR Code Insert  

★  A mobile coupon worth KRW 10,000 will be given to the first 50 people who 

answer the question quickly. :)

1. Who is the researcher selected for the 2020 International Computer Society Scholarship?

2. What is the main research field of Professor Jinseok Choi, Department of Electrical Engineering?

3. What is the name of Professor Seulki Lee's Lab, Department of Computer Science and Engineering?

4.  What is this launched on Mar 26, 2021, with the goal of advanced rehabilitation research and 

professional manpower nurture specialized in industrial disasters?

5. What is the Key Research Area in Biological Sciences?

6. What is the exhibition theme of the 2021 Design Show?

7. Which department signed a business agreement with the largest financial IT company in Korea?
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